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IMPORT ANT DIRECTIONS.
The attention of prospective f'tudents is directed to the folio-wing
important matters contained in this catalogue:
1.

2.

Please read carefully "Requirements for Admission."
See the College Colendar.

3. An estimate of the expenses may be found under general ex1, enses. The prospective student should read this carefully.
4. A student will find under the Courses of Study an outline of the
work required for gra~uation.

5. To be admitted to any examination, each student is required to
pre ent a receipt from the Treasurer showing that all fees have been
paid up to date.

ORDER OF REGISTRATION.
1.

Report to Registrar, first floor Administration Building, and obtain
re ~is tration card.

2.

P1:esent Card to Local Treasurer, fir st fl oor Admini tration Buildin g, an d pay your fees.
Retu rn t o Regi . trar and complete registration and obtain A: :ignment Ca rd.

4

To the Dean of l\1en or Dean of Women for assignment to roo m.
Present Assignment Card to Heads of Departme:!ts in which worh.
is t o be taken for a ss ig nment to cla~ses.

G

To t h e Dea n of th e College for schedule.

7.

Repo1't prompt ly to nil c lasses as per schedule.

)j

1' . )

the

6.
o student is permitted to make a deposit for certificate or
diploma until all other feer have been paid.

7. Old and new students planning to enroll should first write the
Registrar requesting an application blank to make application for
entrance before coming to the College.

8. Students are required to use the same edition of text books as
a dopted by the Committee on Text Books. The. e text books should be
purchased after arrival at the College.
9. All students are required to present health certificate on en1,rance to the 1,anitary officer of the College.
10. On regi tering all stude nts are required to pre ent recommenc,ation from school last attended or substantial citizens.
11. Any students applying for admission after the <>emester's work
has begun may be admitted conditionally, and if hi· class work after
two weeks' trial show thrt h " is unable to keep up with the work, he
may be ass igned to a ·
"..II back work must be ma de up
before any certificate or diploma is granted.
12. To obtain a certificate of any grade, a student mu rt have attended a minimum time of on e ~emester and satisfactorily completed
the required courses.
13. To obtain a diploma a s tudent must sati sfactorily complete the
c:our,; e of study undertaken and s hall have a ttended at least two seme, ten:. in the Senioi· year.

r1n

the school year.

14. Parents are earnes tly requested to s end money for student '
accounts directly to C. W. Lewis, 'frea, urer, Prairie View. Waller
County, Texa, . Money should be sent by regi ered mail 01· expres s
moner order. or by bank money r '
' · craf t. Per onal check? will
not be accepted.
15.

Students s nould ccmc to the College with s ufficien: funds to
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·n advance and with sufficient additio na
all fees f or one mon th i stationery and mc1denta
.
.
l s. Th e B oar d
books
money to cover cos t of
,
h
t ·
•
of Directors
have es t a bl'is hed a College Exchange on t. e wes d1c e. o
. student
can purchase books, stationery an . upthe campus w h e1e
~
plies at reasonable prices.
P ay

DAILY ROUTI E.
·
t 6 a m Breakfast at from 7 to 7 :45 a. m. Cle
Studen t c arise a
. .
t 8 ·15
•30
to 8 ·00
a · m · Pass to class rooms a
.
7
f
rooms rom •
·
Chapel from 11 :45 a. m. to 12 :15 p. m.
.
·
· a· 1·vided into four recitation periods of fifty m mute
The mornmg 1s
.
h d d ·
. h 1· 1·11 cluded two industrial penods of a un re m rnu E:
eac h , w h 1c
for industrial students.
Dinner 12 :30 p. m.
The afternoon is divided into four recitation period
each and includes two industrial periods of one
min~tes each for the industrial students.
Supper :it 5 :30 p. m.
Study hour from 7 to 9 :45 p. m.

Retiring bell at 10 p. m.

PRAIRIE VIEW STATE NORMAL AND INDUSTRIAL COLLEGE
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PRAIRIE VIEW STATE NORMAL AND INDUSTRIAL COLLEGE
HISTORICAL STATEMENT.
The Prairie View State Normal and Industrial College was organized under an act to provide for the organization and support of a r.ormal school at Prairie View, Waller county, Texas, for the preparation
and training of colored teachers. This act was approved by Governor
Oran M. Roberts, April 19, 1879.
This institution is given recognition in an act of Congress passed in
1890 for the further endowment of Agricultural Colleges and known as
a Second Morrill Act. The provision of that act under which the
Prairie View State Normal and Industrial College receive financial
benefit reads as follows:
Provided, That no money shall be paid out under this act to any
State or Territory for the support and maintenance of a college where
a distinction of race or color is made in the admission of students, but
the establishment and maintenance of such colleges separately for ·
whi te and colored students shall be held to be in compliance with the
provisions of this act if the funds received in such State or Territory
be equitably divided as hereinafter set forth: Provided, That in any
State in which there has been one college established in pursuance of
the Act of July 2, 1862, and also in which an educational institution of
like character has been established, or may be hereafter established,
and is now aided by such State from its own revenue, for the education
of colored students in agriculture and the mechanic arts, however
named or r.tyled, or whether or not it has received money heretofore
:rnder the act to which this act is an amendment, the Legislature of
such State may propo e and report to the Secretary of the Interior a
just and equitable division of the fund to be received under this act,
be tween one college for white students and one institution for colored
students, established as aforesaid, which ~hall be divided into two
parts, and paid accordingly, and thereupon such institution for colored
tudcnts shall be entitled to the benefits of this act and subject to its
provisions, as much as it would have been if it had been included under
the Act of 1862, and the fulfillment of the foregoing provisions shall
be taken as a compliance with the provisioq in reference to separate
colleges for white and colored students.
OBJECT OF THE COLLEGE
The object of the College is set forth in Article 2722 of the Revised
Civil Statutes (Edition of 1911) a follows:
"Art. 2722. Four years' courre of studies to be maintained.-There
shall be maintained a four-year college course of classical and scientific studies at said college, to which graduates of the norm.al course
shall be admitted without e~amination and to Which the others may be
admitted after ha".7ing passed a satisfactory examination in the branch-
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es comprised in the normal course; provided, that no State student
shall be admitted to the privileges of said course; and, provided further that the diploma conferred on the completion of said, course shall
edtitle the holder without other or further examination to teach in any
of the colored public free schools of the State." (Act 1901, p. 35.)
GOVERNMENT
The Prairie View State Normal and Industrial College is a branch
of the Agricultural and Mechanical College of Texas and is under the
control of the Board of Directors and President of that College. The
Board of Directors elect a Principal and Faculty, to whom are entru.·ted the work of administration and instruction. It is the duty of the
Principal to exercise immediate supervision and direction subject to
the regulations and restrictions imposed by the Board of Directors.
Articles 2781 and 2720 of the Revised Civil Statutes (Edition of
1911) define the government of the institution as f~l~ows_:
"The normal school for colored teachers at Prairie View shall be
under control and supervision of the Board of Directors of the Agricultural and Mechanical College, and said Board of Directors shall
in all respects have the same powers and perform the same duties in
reference to this College as they are clothed with in referenoe to the
Agricultural and Mechanical College, located in Brazos county ..
Said Board shall appoint a principal teacher and such assistant;
teacher or teachers of said school and such other officers of said school
as may be necessary, and hall make such rules, by-laws and regulations for the government of said school aR they. may deem necessary
and proper, and shall regulate the course of study and the manner. of
performing labor to be performed by the students, and shall provide
for the board and lodging and instruction to the students, wi thou,.
pecuniary charge to them other than that each student shall be required to pay cost of said board, lodging and instruction, monthly, in advance; and said Board of Directors shall regulate the course of di. cipline necessary to enforce the faithful discharge of the duties of all
officers, teacher", students and employes of said school, and shall
have the same printed and circulated for the benefit of the people of
the State and officers, teachers, students and employes of said school.'
DISCIPLINE
The isolation of the College enables the authorities. to exercise e _
fective oversight over the student body. The object of di cip\i.ne ·
to ecure the best conditions for scholarship, and moral conduct
no more restraint is exercised than is required to meet these ends_
The immediate supervision of the young women of the inst it u_ t
is intru ted to a Dean of Women, who e duty it is to see that the
duct of the young women, and personal habits, manners, mode
clt ess and habits of study conform to correct standards.
The discipline of the male tudents shall be in the hands 0
Di cipline Committee, con~isting of the Denn of Men a chairma:t

=
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three other male teachers who shall have entire jurisdiction in all matters of discipline. The committee shall report all its findings and actions to the Principal, who shall have the power to approve or disapprove the findings and actions of the committee in whole, or in part,
and remit or mitigate the punishment as essed. In minor matters, the
committee may delegate exclu ive authority to the Principal and Dean.
In most cases not requiring suspem.ion, the Dean may exercise authority.
In like manner the discipline of the young women is in the hands of
the Women's Discipline Committee of which the Dean of Women is
chairman with three female teacher_ appointed by the principal.
No student is allowed to leave the campus without first securing a
permit. This permit must be addressed to the Principal through either
the Dean of Women or the Dean of Men, and when' recommended by
the Dean of Women or Dean of Men, it must be finally approved by the
Principal of the College. The permit must state the reason for ab •ence
and the date and hour of departure and return.
For improper conduct or failure to attend classes, a student may at
any time be required to withdraw from the College. Ca es of discipline will be con idered by the Discipline Committee, but no student
will be required to withdraw from the College until a written report of
the Discipline Committee, recommending dismissal is approved by the
Principal.
LOCATION
The College is lccated one mile north of Prairie View in Waller
county on a beautiful hill that gives a commanding view of the surrounding country. The Houston & Texas Central Railroad pa ses
within ohe mile of the College campus. The town of Hempstead is
five miles away, but tudents and vi itor are advised to purchase their
tickets to Prairie View, which is the nearest station to the College.
Students are advi ed to take trains arriving in the daytime.
COLLEGE ORGANIZATION.
Council of Administt-ation.
The Council of Administration i · composed of the Principal, the
Deans, Heads of the Divi".ions of the College, the Registrar, Trea urer,
Health Officer, Faculty RepresentatiYe. lt has jurisdiction over the
external policy of the Institution; it meets bi-weekly.
Faculty
The Faculty i compo eel of the Principal, Head of the Divisions
of College and of the Departments, associate and as istant professors.
It has charge of matters relating to class room work and general instruction. Its meetings are weekly.
Discipline Committee
The Dean of )fen and Dean of ,romen are chairmen of their re-
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spective committees of discipline, members of which are a~po.in~ed b y
the Principal. These two committees have charge of the d1sc1phne o f
the students and may punish, suspend or expel students for reason o f
discipline subject to the approval of the Principal. It meets weekly.

curtains are desirable accessories for the room.
Mothers and guardians are invited to correspond with the Dean of
Women on all matter which pertain to the health and walfare of t he
girls. Purely business matters are to be transacted with the Principal.

Committee on Religious Matters

Young Men
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The Chaplain is chairman of the committee on religious activitie~
whi ch is compo ed of the Principal, Sunday School Superintendent,
Mu sical Director and the head s of the Chris tian societies of the school.
This committ ee has contr ol of the Chapel services and other religi ous
meet ings. It meet on c~ll of the Chaplain.
TESTS AND EXAMINATIONS.
Examinat ions are given to de termine location of students in p r o per
classes when no totherwise located.
Teachers are requested to give monthly test s to assis t in determi ning
th e urofic ienmy of students. The monthly standing of each pupil i s
fo u~d by t aki ng an average of his daily recit ation and combining i t
with t he monthly t e t in t he r at io of three to one.
F or semester standing, the a verage mon thly standing i combined
with t he mark of the semester examin at ion in the ratio of two to o . e.
All gra des below 60 a re fa ilurer. ; grades between 60 and 70 are conditi on s which if not raised by examination befcre the work is again
regularly offered become •failures aut omatically and necessitate repeating in cla s.
CLOTHING
Young Women

Clothing shoul d be neat, sens1.ble and suitable.
The use of jewelrv, silks, chiffons, georgettes, and velvets will no
be a llowed.
The navy blue uniform and the navy blue mortar board cap, p lai n
white, washable waists which can be easily laundered, dark un derskirts and a sensible underwear of durable material are the article
which should constitute the wardrobe of the young woman in s chool.
All you ng women will be required to dress as the season demand .·
this applies particularly to underwear. Parents can help in this matter by supplying the clothing appropriate to the season.
Each girl should provide herrelf with an umbrella, raincoat, ru _
ber and a heavy overcoat. Avoid bright colors and plaids in coat -.
ONLY SHOES WITH COMMON ~ENSE HEELS will be allowe d
Parents are asked not to send clothing unless the request by the p upi
has been approved by the Dean of Wom1in.
Nurses
:N'urses in training are required to wear dark suits when off duty.
All are expected to bring with them, towels, blankets, sheets, Pillo
cai:es, quilts and a counterpane. Dresser and table covers a1',\d a
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All men will be required to wear the Military Uniform seven days
in the week which will consist of the following: One hat, one blouse,
one tie, one belt, one pair leggings, one shirt, one pair trousers and
one pair of shoes all to cost not over $30. The quality will be good but
men are aE-ked to provide themselves with serge sui ts to wear on S unday. They may purchase them at home or any where they .can get
them just so they are the army regulation. No civilian clobhe are
needed as they POSITIVELY WILL NOT BE WORN after the man is
fitted out in uniform. All uniforms must be kept in good condit ion at
all times ubject to inspection. Each man must provide himself with
overalls to work in as that will enable him to take care of his uniform.
TIME OF ENTERING SCHOOL.
To receive full credit for the year's work, dudents must enter not
later than ten days from the opening day. Those enteri ng later will
receive credit from the following quarter: All students are expected
to remain in school the whole school year.
For catalogues, transcripts of grades.. class standing and all information concerning enrollment, grades_. delinquencies, etc., address:
The Registrar, Prairie View, Texas.
For information concerning work of the College_. courses, curricula,
affiliati on of schools, etc., address : The Dean of the College_, Pra irie
View, Texas.
Each student i~. required to br ing among his credentials a letter
of recommendation signed by his principal or president; in case t his
is not possible, the applicant mu st bring a letter signed by three repu table citizens.
Minimum age for admittance is 16.
EXPENSES.
Tuition is free to all students; the following fee s are r eq uired of all
students, subject to change:
Women- To be paid on entrance:
Registration fee ........................................................................$ 5.00
Incidental fee.............................................................................. 2.50
Medical and Sanitation fee................................................ 6.00
Lecture and Entertainment fee....................................... 5.00
Uniform with cap at cost not over................................. 18.00
Firs t month's board .............. ................................................ 18.00
Total ............................................................................................ $54.50
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1Ien- To be paid on entrance:
Regi,tration fee .............. ·······································~···············$ 5.00
Incidental fee ·············································································· 2.50
Medical -and Sanitation fee ..................................... ~......... 6.00
Lecture and Entertainment fee....................................... 5.00
U.S. Army Uniform (complete) ....................................... 30.00
First month's board .................................................................. 18.00
Total ············· ·······································································•······$66.50
The above items do not include books and incidentals. About $15.00
may be counted on for thi expense for one year.
o Refund
Regi tration, incidental, medical and sanitation, and lecture and entertainment fees will in no case be refunded.
Trust :Fw1d Being Omitted
The u ual trust fund of $5.00 i being omitted fr.om the fees requi~·ed
upon entrance to the College. A tudent breakmg up or damagrng
state property will be charged with same at the close of each mo~th
and will be required to make payment of such b:eakage along with
payment of board. UnleS"- the student settles his or ?er breakage
account he will be required to withdraw from school as 111 the case of
non-payment of board.
Board
Board for each succe sive month, payable strictly in advance, i $16.00. A student failing to meet dues promptly will be subject to
suspension. The parent will be notified when a student becomes delinquent in his account and if the delinquency is not immediately met
the student will be asked to withdraw.
Forfeiture on Withdrawal
A student - once entering for a term, and having paid for that term.
or the balanc& of it, forfeits all claim to said payment in case of
voluntary withdrawal from the College before the expiration of said
term except in case of sickness disqualifying him for the discharge
of h/s duties for the rest of the term. When such sickness takes place
at the College, it mu t be attested by the College Surgeon before th
student can receive the balance of his maintenance fund.
Deductions
1 •o deduction
will be made for entrance within seven day
the opening of a term, nor will there be any refunds for the last sev
dav of a term or the la t seven days paid for.
Students who come to enter school with the expectation of securin
:dudent labor positions to pay their board, or part of their board, mu
come prepared to pay all of their entrance fees and one month's boar
in advance. Thi will be one of the prerequi ites for student.
:-:ecur work to aid them through school.
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ENTRANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR THE ACADEMY.
(1) How Admitted.-All student are admitted on the standard
high .;chool unit as far as possible.
(2) A {!nit.-A unit is considered a year's work; 144 recitations of
40 or 45 mmutes each in an accredited high school.
(3) Accredited High Schools.-Accredited high schools are those
approved by the Department of Education at Austin.
4). Credits.-:-These credits must be properly certified to by the
prmc1p~ls, supermtendents or presidents. Only completed work will
be considered.
1. Admission to the Junior Academy. (101) .
. (a) A student bringing credits showing the completion of the
nmth g~ade of an appr?ved high school, or 7 units, may be admitted to
the Jumor Academy w1th-0ut examination.
(~) By Certificate.-A person with credentials or a valid State
certificate may be admitted to the Junior Academy.
_(c) By Exami~ation.-A person without credentials may be adm1t~ed to the J~mor Academy by passing an examination in the followmg seven high school units: Algebra 1 or 2 English 2 History
1 or 2, and electives enough to make seven.
'
'
2. Admission to Senior Academy. (201).
(a) . Any person presenting credentials showing that he has satisfactoi:ily completed t~e tenth grade of an accredited high school, or
11 ~mts, may be admitted to the Senior Academy class without examination.
. (b) A Firs.t Grade State Certificate, a Three-year Elerwmtary Certificate or a High School Certificate atlmits to Senior Academy.
(c). B?' E~amination.-:Applicants without credentials must pass
exammat10? m the followmg ?igh school units: Algebra 2; Geometry
½ or 1; History 2; and electives to make eleven.

!

ADMISSIO

TO THE FOUR-YEAR PREPARATORY HIGH
SCHOOL COURSE.

_ In. or~er that graduates from the rural schools be able to enter this
msbtution, a four-year high school course is being offered. Any student who has completed a seventh grade education will be admitted to
lhi course. Students who are able to present high school units of an
approved type, will be given advanced classification according 'to the
number of units that they are able to present.
ENTRANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR THE COLLEGE.
Per ons from other colleges applying for advanced etanding based
0n the work done in another college must bring a transcript of their
secondary or preparatory work as well as work done in college.
~a) Applicants .fo~· admission to the freshman class must bring 15
umts for full adm1ss1on; for conditional admittance 12½ units must
be off.ere~, the other two and a half must be made up by class work or
examination.
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Following is the way these units may be obtained:
(1) By certificate of graduation from an accredited high chool.
(2) By examination.
(3) By completing the work of the Senior Academy.
( 4) B permanent State Certificate.
(b) There are seven of these units which are required or specified
and eight elective.
The eight elective units may be selected from the following:
Ancient History_
_______ _ _
1
111. & 111. His t ory_______________ _ _______ 1
'"olid Geometry ___________________________ 1
Sewing _____ __ __________
_________ 1
Biolc-~y
________ _______________________ t
Botany ______________________ _ __________ 1
Spanish ---· _________________________ . 1-2-3
Drawing __ ____________ _________________ 1
Cooking
·----------------------------- 1
Zoology _
____ ________________________ 1
Agriculture _______________________ .. ____ l or 2
Chemistry·- _______ --------------- l

Physics ·---------- ------------------ 1
Mechanics ------------------------------- 1
Physiology ------------ ' ------------- -- 1 ,
Lntin _________________________________ l or 2
French __ ---------- ·------------------1-2-3
German -- ---------------------- ---·
1-2
Government ----------------------------- 1 :!
Mus ic -------------- ---------------- - - I
Phys iology and Hygiene _________________ _
1 .!
Eng lish History ------ ----------------..
Trigonometry ---------------------------- i.,

The following admission credits are allowed on State certificates:
Second Grade Certificate:

(a)

English ------------------- ------------Hir:,tory -- -- - ·--------------- ------Physiology and Hygiene __________________
Management

(b)

__

--------------

.?-griculture

l
{?

1

___

_ ____________________ _

Unspecified -- ·----------------------- - - 'Two or more years teaching____________

1;

-------- 4.? Total units_____________________________
1

1
1

5

First Grade Certificate:

English _
-----· ___ ____ ___________
Algebra __________ ·-------- __ __________

3 American History ____________________ __
2 M. & M. History __ --- -----------------.

Geometry -----------------·------------Ancient History __ _ ____________________
Cii:ics _
----------------~--------:\fa.nagement__ _ _________________________

1 Physical Geography ------------------·
Physiology and Hygiene________________
1 :?
Agriculture_______________________________
l

O

1
1
1

,
1 :!

;:,

l:..

PERMANENT CERTIFICATE.
AgricaitJ.re ______ ._ _ --------------------- "---.!
Management_ _______ ___________________ 1::
;\''.lthcmatics. ----------------------------- 4 Paycholo:tY ___ _ _____ _________________ 1 2
Civics _ ___ _ _________ ·-- ___
·- _ 1 :.! Unspc-cified_______________________ ____ ___ t ~
Bt•Jkkeeping ______ ·- __________________ • e Teaching__________ -----------------1
Physiology and Hygiene___
_______ '• Total. _ ______ _____ --------------1<>
Enzlish _______________________ . _ __ __ 4
Hi~to1·:.•--- ____ .. ___ --· ____ ________ 212

Permanent Primary Certificate.-Built on first, 13½; built on second, 9½ .
Built Upon a Second Gradc.-The 5 units allowed . on the Second
Grade Certificate and the following units:
English__
-----Psychc.1cgy - - -- - - ----- --- -----Physical Geography _____ _ _ __ _ _____

3
~:.!

Ci,-ics ___ ----------------~---------- __ 1 •
TotaL ______________________________ 91~ unit:

1e

Built Upon a First Grade Certificate.-The 12 units allowed on the
First Grade and the following:
English__ ______________ _

____

1 Psychology ______ ·----------------- ______ ,
TotaL ___________________________r_131,., unit,-
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CERTIFICATION
The Texas School Law has changed recently changing the names
and character of the certificates issued. Those now being issued are
of-Classes as follows:
1. Elementary certificate. This will entitle the holder to teach
ubjects below the sevents grade only.
2. High School Certificate for two years. This will entitle the
holder to teach the rural high schools but not in the city high schools.
3. High School Certificate 4 to 6 years. The holder of these may
teach in any High School, to which he may be appointed.
4. Permanent High School Certificate. Take the place of the permanent State Certificate.
Persons finishing the Junior Academy will receive an elementary
certificate good for two years: those finishing Senior Academy will receive an Elementary Certificate good for three years and a High
School diploma.
Tho e finishing Freshman College will receive either a 4-year Elementary Certificate or a 2-year High School Certificate or both.
Students finishing Sophomore College will receive an elementary
certificate good for 6-years or a high school certificate good for 4 years.
Students finishing College will receive a permanent high school certificate, a Diploma and the degree of Bachelor of Science.
No part of the Senior year may be covered by examination, certificate or other credentials as a candidate for college honor must put in a
full year's resident work at the college.
Persons. completing one semester of advance work may receive the
certificate of the next lower grade.
Pupils from other approved normal and colleges ,after filling the
entrance requirements will be given advanced standing according to
additional units furnished up to the Senior year.
THE COLLEGE UNIT.
The Semester Hour is the standard unit of American colleges and is
equivalent to ONE RECITATION PER WEEK FOR ONE SEMESTER
(18 WEEKS) embracing a one-hour class room period based upon two
hours' study of the lesson.
In the Division of Education a minimum of 120 units is required for
graduation: in the Division of Mechanics and Agriculture 144 units is
the minimum: in the Division of Home Economics 128 units is the
minimum.
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COURSES Oli' STUDY

There arc four regular courses, extending through four years each,
all of which lead to the degree of Bachelor of Science, the particular
course pursued being specified in the diploma; also a three-year course
in Nurse Training, the completion of which offers a diploma and admits one to the State Board for examination for Registered Nurse; and
short Trade Courses in the various indu tries.
Regular Courses
I.

Course in Education.

II.

Course in Home Economics.

III.

Course in Home Economics.

IV.

Course in Mechanic Arts.

V.

Course in Nurse Training.
One and Two-Year Trade Courses.
Sewing.
Cooking.
Millinery.
Printing.
Cabinet Making.
House Building.
Tailoring.
Storage Battery.
Brickmasonry.
Blacksmithing.
Plumbing.
Machine Shop Practice.
Shoemaking.
Stationary Engineering.
Laundry and Dry Cleaning.
Vocational Agriculture.
CURRICULA.

Theory, Practice, Term-Hour.
In the curricula shown on the following pages, the time devoted each
week to the several subjects is expressed in clock-hours. The hour
devoted to "Theory" (which includes recitations and lectures) are i ndicated in the column headed "Th"., the hours devoted to "practice"
twhich includes work in laboratory, shop, drawing room or field) a re
indicated in the column headed "Pr".
A "term-hour" is one clock-hour of "theory" or two clock-hours 0
"practice."

I.
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COL"RSE 01'' STUDY.
DIVISION OF EDUCATION.
THE COLLEGE
Freshman

Hours
Hours
Per Week
Per Week
Th.
Pr.
First Semester
Th.
Pr. Second Semest er
English. 101 _____________ ____ _____ 3
0
English 102 ---------------- ------ 3
0
Education 101 ----- ----- --------- - 3
0 Education 102 ------------- - ------ 3
0
2
Science 101 ------------- ---- ----- 3
2 Science 102 ----------------------- 3
0 Language 102 ____________________ 3
Mathematics 101 ____ ______________ 3
2

Language 101 --------------------- 3

0

15

2

12

4

0

3
2
3
3

0
2
2
0

2

11

4

Sophomore
Second Semester
English 202 ------ ---------- -----0 Education __________ ---- ---~-----2 Science 202 ---------- ----- - ------0 Language 202 --------------------

First Semester
English 201 ________ __ _____ ___ ____ S
Education 201 ___ ________ ___ ___ ___ 3
Science 201 ------ -- - ------- --- - -- 3
Language --------------------- - -- 3
12

Junior
Second Semester
O English 302 ___________ _:: ________ _ 3

First Semester
English 301 - - - - ---- -------------- 3
Education 301 ____________ __ __ __ __ 0
Language 301 ____________ __ _____ _ 3

0
3
3
2
0

0
3
0
0
0
2

11

5

S Education 302 ------------ -------O Education 302 ______ ------------o Language 302 -------------- -----2 Music 302 -----------------------Drawing 302 ----------------------

Music 301 ----------------- ----- -- 2
Drawing 301 ------------- --- - ---- - 0
8

6

Senior
First Semester
Education 401
Education 401
Social Science
Lang uage 401

_________ ___________
_____________ _______
40L _________ _______
_____________ _______

3

Music 401 - - --------------------- - 2
Drawing 401 _____________________ O

0
0
0
0
0
2

8

2

O
O

3

Second Semester
Education 402 -------------------Education 402 ------------- - -----Social Science 402 ----------- -----Language 402 ____________ _______
Surveys 402 _________ _____________
Music 402 ___________________ ____ _

3

0

O

3

3
3
2

0
0
2
0

11

6

O

THE ACADEMY

First Year
Hours
Hou rs
F irst Semester
Per Week Second Semeste r
Per Week
English 11 ------------------------------ 4 English 12 ______ ____________ __ ___ ___ ___ 4
Mathematics 11 __ ·----------------------Science 11 ------------------------------

4 Ma thematics 12 ------------------ ------ - 2 S cienc" 12 ______ ___ _________________ ___

4
2

Hi tory 11 -----------------------------Industry 11 ______ ------------------------

2 liist ory 12 -------------------- - --------6 Industry 12 __________ ---··--- ------------

2
6

(
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Second Year
J-'irst Semester
English 21
Mathematics 21
Science 21
Civics 21 _______ •
Industry 21 __ ___

Second Semester
English 22 ______ --------------------4
Mathematics 22 ------ ------------------- 4
Science 22 _____
----------------------- I
Civics 22 ____ -------------------------Z
6 Industry 22 ______ ----------------- __ G

2
3
3
1

Eni,lish 31 _ --------------------------Mathematics 31 __ __ _
History 31

Second Semester
English 32 ____ ---------- -------------4 Mathematics 32 ______________________

4

2

.Z

Science 31 -----------------------------Industry 31 ___ _

4 Science 32 ------------------------------6 Industry 32
_ . • _______ ________

Education 32

_______ ·-------------- __

History 41 ------------------------------Industry 41 _____ _ __

4 Science 42 ----------------------------4. History 42 ------------------------------6 Education 42 ______________________ _
Indu stry 42 ___ --------------------------

IL

4
G

17

Hour:,;
Per \Vcek
Second Semester
Th.
Pr
An. Hus. (102) (Prin. of Feeding) __ 3
O
Chemistry 1102) (Quan. & Qua!.
Analysis) __ -----------------· _ 3
4
English (102) (Rhetoric & Public
Speak.) _______ --------------- 3
0
Rural Engineering (102) __________ 1
2
Vet. Science (102) _________________ 1
4
Zoology (102) ___ --------------- 2

2

13

12

2

Chemistry (201) !Organic & Agri.)_ 2

2
-1

11

12

Agronomy (202) ________________ 2

0 Englis h (202) (Lit. & Public Speak.) 3
2 B otany (202) ___________________ 2

4
0

Horticulture (202) (Veg. Gardening
and Canning) ____________________ 2
American History (202) ___________ 4
Entomolo~y (202)
_______________ 2
15

2 Botany (,102) (Plant Diseases) ____ 2
Ru r al Education (402) (Methods of
0
Teaching Voe. Agriculture and Extension Service) ______________ -- 3
0 Farm Management & Bus. Law(402) 4
0 Livestock Management ( 402) _______ 2
0 *Electives -- -------- --- ---------·• 4

2

0
0
4

2

6

....

OTE. ¾:·Electives must be approved by the Director of the Department of Agriculture.

Sophomore
4

4

15

I
4
4
2
C

14

2
3
2

17

0
0

•Electives ------------------------ 3

4

Freshman

Agrt·-nomy 1201) (Field Crops) _____
English !20l)(Lit. & Public Speak.)
Botany I 201)
__ _ __
Horticulture (201) (Fruit Growing
and Canning) _
_ ______

0

2
2

Senior

THE COLLEGE

13

3

10

nc-tar.y (401) (Plant Phys iology) __ 2
Rural Education (401) (Principles
of Teaching) ____________________ 3

DIVISION OF AGRICULTURE

Hours
Per Week
l•'irst Semester
Th.
Pr.
,\n imal Hus. I 101) Types and Breeds 2
4
Chemistry (101) ( General Chem.) _ 3
4
English I IOI) ( Rhetor ic and Pub.
Speak.)
·-· ___________ 3
0
Farm Mathematics 1101) __________ 2
0
Vet. Science (101) . ---- --------- 1
4
2
Zoology (101)
--------------- 2

0

18

Rural Education (403) (Practice
Tc:tching) ---------------------- 3
Rural Sociology (4.01) ______________ 3
Markct:ng I 401) __________________ 3

$ccond Semester
4 English 42 ___________________________ _
4 Mathematics 42
____________________ _

2
2
3
4
3

0

4

Senior Academy
First Semester
Eni,lish 41 _______ --------------------.
'.\1athcmatics H -------------------------Science 41 _______
_ ______ ·-------------

2 An. Hua. (302) (Poultry Hus.) ____
0 Bacteriology (302) _______________
0 Economics 1302) (Gen. Agricul.) ___
Industrial History (302) ____________
4 Genetics (302 I (Principles) _______
4 Rural E ·iucation (302) (Educational
Psyc! ,olo$ty) -----------· -· ·- _

Rural Education (301) (Gen. Voe.
Education) _____________________ 3

Junior Academy
Fir::;t Semester

29

Junior
. tn. Hus. (301) (Dairying) ________
Bacterioligy (301) _______ ________
Economics (301) (Principles) ______
Rural Engineering (301)
(Farm
Mechanics) --------------------Vet. Science (301) _______________ _

4
4
3
2

_____ --- -- •
__ _____ •

D INDUSTRIAL COLLEGE

2
0
2

l

I'
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TEACHER TRAINING COURSE IN VOCATIONAL HOME
ECONOMICS

THE DEP ART1\1ENT OF' HIGH S HOOL INSTRUCTIO
/

This department offers a; Iour-year course in vocational agriculture
based on the project met,v;od of in truction. It aim is to meet the
need · of students who find 1it beyond their desire or mean to enter the
four-year college course, bu who desire, nevertheless, to increase their
efficiency on the farm.
The work is designed for .!tudents of fourteen year and older. The
applicants must have compYeted at lea ta seventh grade education an d
mu st have a definite intetest in agricultural activities, which intere. t
must be manifested by 0ie progress made in a definite length of time.
The Division wishe,s to emphasize the .fact that thi course is not
offered a · a refuge for the idle, backward, deficient 1 incorrigible, pu rpo ele. s and otherwise abnormal individuals.

Course Leading to Bachelor of Science Degree
Freshman
Hours
Per Week

Firs l .. e mes tcr
Ell!(!islt 301 __ _
Clothing 301 _
--- ---· -----------Chemis try 301
-----------------------Foods 301 _
Biolc~y 301
Laundering 301
-

Third Year
H ours
P er V-.'cck
Enp-lish 1321 1Comp. & Public Speaking) __ 4
Phys ics 1:l'.!)
r,
Plane Geometry 1:i2 I
r,
Vocntionnl Agd . I 32) I Pinnt Prod. )
3
. . rl.anuul TraininJ.t (32) __ --··-· _
Education t32 l __
------------------ 3

Enp:li•h ( 12 ) 1Co:np. & Public Speaking) __
Hi~tory I t2) tNcgro His tory) _ _ ____ --~5 Chemis t r y 112)
3 Vocational Agriculture t 12)
( Animal Production)
:; ?An nual Trnining I 121 ___________ _

2

2

2

Second Semester
3 English 402 ___________ ________

3

3 Psychology (Ed. ) 402 -~--- ___
3 Physics 402 ____ ___________________ _____

3

Foods 402 __ ___ ·-------------· __ ______
2 Home Nursing 402 _ _______ _______________
3 Clothing 402 ___________________

.,
2

~

3

3

Junior
Fir=:. t cmester
Englis h 50L
Household Physics G0L - ______________ _

Phys iology 501 _
Education (Gen. Methods ) 58L _
Household Management 50L __
Foods 601 __
Clothing 601

Fourth Year
En.,li, h , 11 1 I onip. & Public Speaking) His tor>· 111) CNegrn His t or})
Chemis t ry I 11 l
Educatiun I Ill
Vocntional AJ.! riculturc l 11)
I Animal Produc t.io n)
i\1::in u nl T ra inin 2 1 111

Hours
Second Semester
Per \Veek
English 302 _________________ __ ___ _
3
3
Clothing 302 __
_ __________ _
3
3
Chemistry 302-_
___________________ 3
3
3 Foods 302 ______ ·-------------3
3 Biology 302 -··_____________________ $
Laundering 302 _____________ __________ _

Sophomore
Firs t S emes ter
Enl!lis h 101
P s)·choiogy !Gen.) 101
Phys ics ~01
F oods I0L
Des igning IOI
Clothing 101

HIGH SCHOOL COURSE OF STUDY

Hours
Per W eek
Englis h 1:ll) !Comp. & Public Speak ing\ - I
6
Phys ic• I :ll )
5
P lane Geometr y 13 1 l
Voca tion a l Ag ri. 1:l l) 1Plant Prod.)
5
I Double Period)
5
Manual Tra in in~ 1:JI J_ ---
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NOTE. The fir. t and second years of the High School or Academ~
are the same for all student. . For outline of subjects taught see D epartment of High School In. truction.

_____ _

Second Semester
3 English 502 ___ _______________ __

3

2 Household Chemistry 602 ______ ___
a Physiology 502 __ _______ ___

3

Educat ion (Special Methods and Practice
2
Teaching) 502-----~- _____ __ _
2 Foods 602 ·-·
__ ___ _____

3
2

3 Clothing 502 _ ·-----------------

:1

2

3

Senior
Fi rst Semes te r
Rural Sociology 601
Child Care 601 _
Bacteriology 60 L
Millinery 601
Supen·s ied Household Management 601
Dairying 601- _
Elf'c tivct1 __ ·-

Second Semester
2 Rural Sociology 602 __
2 Child Care 602-- ----------- -3 Bacteriology 602 ___
3 Millinery 602 ___

~-----------------

---· ---------·

2
2
3

--

Supervised Household Management 602 ___
2 Special Methods and Practice Tenohing 602
3 Poultry and Gardening _____ ___
Electives
2

1
1
:J
3
2

Trade Course In Dressmaking
Hou m $econd Semester
Fi rs t Semes ter
5 English ____ _
Enidis h (Business )
Dressmaking !double pe.-iods) __ _
- 10 Dress making (double periods )
Sim1llc Account.'-\ __
3 Simple Accounts
Clothing and Textile~. Reno,·ating and R e2
mode ling I double periods) _

Hours
5

10
3

Trade Cour e In Millinery
Hours
Fi rs t , cmu;!:cr
5
Englis h
Millinery (double periods )
JO
3
imolc AccounU
Co!or and Designing. Renovating and Re m o:lclin..,. ldoubl (' p er iod-; ) _

Second Semester
Hours
Eng lis h _
6
Millinery Cdouble periods)·--- - ----------- 10
Simple Account,
__ ·--- ____
3

ANNUAL CATALOGUE
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Trade Course In Cookery
First Sem ester
Hours Second Semes t er
Hours
Eng lish _____
------------------- 6 Englis h ------------- - ------------------ _ S
Arithmetic ( Simple Acc.) ________________ 8 Arithmetic (Simple Acc .) ___ _____________ 8
Cookery
------------------- 10 Cookery ---- ------ - - ------- - ------------ 10
Serving---------- -------- ---- ---- -------- 2 Serving ------------- -- - - ----------------- !?

3
3
3
3
3
3
3

Electives.
Adva nced Chemistry 501-502.
Sanitation and Hygiene 601-602.
Ethic s 602.
Primary Management 501-502.
Advanced Physiology 601-602.
Sociology 601-602.
Advanced Arithmetic 501-302.

IV.
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DIVISION OF MECHANIC ARTS

Freshman Year
Hours
Hours
Per Week
Per Week
F irst Semes ter
Th.
Pr. Second Semester
Th.
Pr.
Englis h 101 Rhetoric ______________ 3
0 English 102 Rhetoric _____ __ ___ , ___ 3
0
Mathematics 101 College Algebra ___
Educa t ion 101 Psychology__________
S c ience 101 Inorganic Chemistry ___
Mechanic Arts 101
Steam and Gas Power ____________
Mechanic Arts 103 Drawing _______
Mechanic Arl.3 105 Wood Work ____

4
3
3
2

0
0

16

0 Mathematics 102 Plane Trigonometry
0 Mechanic Arts 110
2
Material Construction ____________
Mechanic Arts 108 Mechanism ______
2 Mechanic Arts 102 Steam and Gas __
4 Mechanic Arts 104
4
Descriptive Geometry ___________
Mechanic Arts 106 Forging_________
12 Science 102 Inorganic Chemistry __ __

4

O

3
3
2

0
0
0

0
0
8

4
4
2

18

10

Sophomore Year
Hou rs
Hours
Per Week
Per Week
Firs t Semester
Th.
Pr. Second Semes ter
Th.
Pr.
Science 203 College Phys ics ________ 3
4 Science 204 College Physics _______ _ 3
4
M:ithem&tics 201
Mathematics 201 Calculus _________ _ 3
0
Pla ne Analytic Geometry ________ 3
0 History 202 Political Economy _____ _ 3
0
H istory 201 Political Economy ______ 3 ,
0 M echanic Arts 202 Mechanical
4
Drawing
_________
______________
_
Science 201 Analytical Chemis try ___ 3
0
6
Mechanic Arts 204 Surveying_____ __ 0
Mechanic Arts 203 Shades, Shadows ,
4
Pers pective ______________________ 0
4 Mechanic Arts 206 Machine Shop ___ 0
8
~lech:inic Arts 206 J,' orging ________ 0
4
9

12

22

16

Junior Year
Hours
Per Week
F irs t Semes ter
Th.
Pr.
)fat hematics 301 Calculus __________ 3
0
Mechanic Arts 303
Applied Mechanics _______________ 5
0
Mechanic Arb 305 Thermodynamics 4
0
Mechanic Arts 307
Electrical Engineering ___________ 3
3
Mecha nic Arts 309
3
Mechanical Drawing ____________ O
Mech~nic Arts 311 Machine Shop ___ O
Semina r ___________ _
15

Hours
Per Week
Second Semester
Th.
Pr.
Mechanic Arts 302 Hydraulic _____ _ 3
0
Mechanic Arts 304 Applied Mechanics 4
0
Mechanic Arts 806 Thermodynamics 3
3
Mechanic Arts 308
Electrical Engineering __________ 3
3
Mechan ic Arts 310 Machine Design_ 0
3
lllechanic Arts 312 Machine Shop __ 0
6
Scm inar ____ ______________________ _
R

6
R

13

15

Mechanic Arts
Work ing Drawings __ _____ _____ __ 0

6

12

Senior Year
Mechanic Arts 401
El. of Reinforced Concret2. ______ 3
Mechanic Arts 403
Grapie Statistics___ ·--- ________ 0
,l,lechnnic Arts 405
Cocntional Educaticn _____________ 3
Sern inar __________________________ _
'fhei;: iq ____________________________ _

t Summer School.

6

0

Mechanic Arts 404
4
Estimating ------------- - ---- - --- 1
Mechanic Arts 406
0
Joh Analysis __ _____ __ ___________ 3
R Seminar____ ______ _____ __ __ __ _____ _
R Thesis _____ ___ ___ _________________ _
4

4

2
0

R
R
8
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THE DIVISION OF HOME ECONOMICS

The above are required subjects in the Senior year. The student
may elect any of the following subjects to the amount of fifteen hour
per emester.
Firs t Semester
Mechanic Arts 407
Architectural Design
Mechanic Arts 409
History of Architecture ---

·- 0

8

--- 2

0

Mechanic Arts 410
His tory of Architecture __________ 2

Mechanic Arts 416
A. C. Machine•------ ·--- -Mechanic Arts 418
O
Communication Engineering - ..

6

,_

0

4.
3

Mechanic Arts 416
A. C. Machine•- - ------- - -- --Mechanic Arts 420
6
Machine Design________ _____
0
Mechanic Arts 420
32
Shop Manap:ement & Shop Records 2

Mechanic Arts 415
Direct Current Machines ______ .• 3
)!cchanic Arts 419
Mnchine Design

Second Semester
Mechanic Arts 408
Architectural Design ___ ___ ______ 0

Mechanic Arts 412
3
Surveying --· -- - - ---------- 0
Mechanic Arts 414
3
Railroad Engineering _ -- - - ---- 2
Mechanic Arts 424
4
Drainage and Irrigation ____ ----- 2

Mechanic Arts 415
Direct Current Machines. - ------- 3
Mechanic Arts 417
Cc.·mmcrcial Engineering __ ------ S

•::- Elizabeth C. May, Supervi or.
Ethel M. Roy, Domestic Science.
t Emma C. Coleman, Domestic Art.
t Matilda A. Austin, Domestic Science.
t Mary L. Tademy, Domestic Art.
Dunie A. Bryant, Millinery.

H ours
P er V{eek
Th .
P

Hours
Per Week
Th.
Pr.

J\lechanic Arts 411
Surveying
-- - ------ 3
Scenic Arts
3
Geology
M,-chanic Arts 425
Cartography _ ___ ------------- 0

TEACHING STAFF

6

------- - 0

17

0

11)

Junior Year
Hours
H ours
Per Week
P er V."
p
Th.
Pr. Second Semester
Th.
Firs t Seme tcr
6 Anatomy and Physiology 102___ - 2
Anatomy nnd Phys iology 101 __ --· 2
2 Nurs ing Procedure 102 _________ --- 7
hemistry, Toxicology lOL __ _____ - 2
7 Ethics 102 _ -------------- - - • - 3
Hy1<iene 101
------- 2
2 Dietetics 102 ---------------------- 2
Dietetics 101
-------------- -- 2

Middle Year
Urinalys is 202 --- Hydrotherapy 202
-- --------Medical Nurs nip: 202 -- ----------Surp:ical Nurs ing 202 _ ·---- -------

2

2
2

2

2

Diseases of Children 302 ___________ 2

S
2
2

Gynecology 302 ---------- - -- ----- 3
Public Health Nursing 302__ _____ _ 2
Nervous Diseases 302____ __ ______
2
Reviews

-:; Part Year.
t Summer School.

Materia Medica 201- -. - ------- •
Bacteriology 201 ------ -------,-•Medical Nursing 20L ___ --•- ---- Surgical Nursing 20L _____________
20L _

---

-------

2
2
2
2

-- - 2

Senior Year
3
2
2
2

De. cription of Cour.,,es
Foods 101-102, 201-202. The e courseg ara planned for the Junior
and Senior Academy classe . They deal with the food requirements of
the girl, and the relation of her food to her health. The food groups
and the principles involved in selection and preparation of foods are
studied. The girl is taught economy and care in purchasing and toring of food and the planning and erving of imple meals.
Text-book: School and Home Cooking-Greer. A note book i required.

2
2
7
2

Obs tetrics

Di"cases or Vhildren 301 .- ----Gynecolap:y 301 __ .,. - ----- - -----Obstetrics 301
r--------- ~1:issage 301
---- - -- ---- -- - Reviews

The value of technical training to the individual has been recognized, because of the va t amount of research in ciences and the present
day development of the industries , arts and professions. It is no
longer enough that one have only a knowledge of the general subjects,
for an educational sy tern which combines industrial, technical and
scientific subjects, has been found to bring to the student power to
expres , in every day life ideas, learned in the cla s room.
The aim of this co!lege course in Home Economics i to inspire and
stimulate intere tin continued study, to train in accuracy, to help the
student find her place in the social and economic worlds, and to increase the studen:'s stock of information.
The course as outlined below is designed to meet the needs of the
following group of person : those who plan to teach, those who wish
to enter graduate courses le::ding to technical and professional work,
those who wish to u e uch training jn solving home problems.
The training is as varied as it i broad. It include. knowledge of
health law:;, and understanding cf sanitation; wise expenditure of
time, labor and money; selection and preparation of food; proper care
of children; selection and making or purcha ing of clothing. Experience teache3 that such training, leads to contentment, industry, order,
and cleanline. s and foster woman's independence, and feeling of responsibility.
The work in H ome Economics includes: A four-year curriculum
leading to the degree of B. S. A one-year curriculum in dres making,
millinery, or cookery.

II
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Clothing 31, 32. The first course in clothing will be_ the ~aking of
necessary undergarments and wash dresses for the girl with a consideration of the co t and wearing qualities of materials and the relation of clothing to health, to morals, and to standa:r;~s of livi:r_ig. 1:he
sewing processes taught in this course will include simple sewi~g, sim ple stitches for finishing garments, and the use of th_e ~ac,hme f_or
plain sewing. Mastery of the use and care of the machme is essential
to the completion of this course.
Care and repair of clothing with practical application of patching,
darning, and simple laundering processes will be included in this
course.
The study of textiles with special emphasis on the selection of m aterials will be taug,h t.
The cost and wearing qualities of ready-made clothing with pr inciples of selection will be! taught.
Text book: Elementary Home Economics, by Matthews.
The first course! in clothing is given to Junior Academic students.
Thev are taught the use and care of the sewing machine, and the m aking of earns which are carried out on simple underwear,. and other
useful articles. Considerable stress is placed on the beautiful aspect
of clothing a s will interest the High School girl.
Clothing 41, 42. The Senior academy students are given more extensive use of the sewing machine, including the use of the attachments. Garments which are made in this course, include wash dress e s,
baby garments, and useful household linens. A project in renovation
is given, also in order to help teach the lesson of taste, car_e a nd
economy. The care of winter and summer clothes when not 1n use
will be given some consideration.
A note book is required. Text-book, Shelter and Clothing-Ki nne
& Cooley.
Foods and Cookery 101, 102. Course in advanced food study, bas e d
on the high school background for this work. It is therefore planned
for the college girl'r, more mature viewpoint. Study of food ~aterials
and foodstuffs, marketing and storage problems.
Text book: F'ood Products, by H. C. Sherman; Table Service, by
Lucy G. Allen; Boston Cooking School Cook Book, by Fannie ~I.
Farmer.
Laundering 101, 102. The course in laundering will cover such subjects as method of softening water, making soap, choice of commercial
roaps, use of simple laundry reagents, removing stains, setting colors,
securing simple laundry equipment, washing of different fabrics, a nd
the management of the family wash.
Text book: Practical Laundry Work for Home and School, b .
Wetenhall.
C'lcthing and Textiles 101, 102. Elementary, dressmaking. budge
making, plans for personal wardrobe. Make w· shable dress, care a n
repair of such garments, dress of fancy typ of washable materia
0

37

Lined dress of wool or silk completed. Study of home problems in
clothing.
Text book: Clothing for Women by Laura Baldt.
Foods and Cookery 201, 202. Study of food materials continued.
Buying, planning, cooking and .serving of family meals. Problems of
large quantity buying, planning, cooking, and serving. Preservation
of types of food.
Text book: Food Products, by H. C. Sherman; Up-to-Date Waitress,
by Janet M. Hill.
Home Nursing 2~1, 202. K!nowledge of common diseases, simple
home treatments, when to call a physician, care of patient and! room
aids in combating diseases and contagions.
'
Text book: Home Nurse's Hand-book of Practical Nursing by
Charlotte A. Aikens.
'
Clothing and Textiles 201, 202. Includes the study of textiles selection of materials, s_tudy and use of commercial patterns, drafting of
patterns; dressmakmg and designing, selection of clothing with reference to occasion, season and cost; making tailored skirt and waist cotton dress, silk dress, and. other suitable problems.
'
Text book: Clothing for Women, by Laura Baldt.
Color and Design 201, 202. Knowledge and appreciation for colors.
The laws which govern constructive, pictorial and decorative design.
The application of such designs to various problems in Home Economics.
Text book: To be selected.
Foods and Cookery 301, 302. Food preservation. Food preparation.
Invalid cookery. Menu planning. Table service. Large quantity
cooking and serving.
Text book: Feeding the Family, by Mary S. Rose.
Household Management 301, 301. Home selecting, organization,
home furnishing, expenditures, household accounts, thrift, sanitation
of house, grounds, community.
Clothing and Textiles 301, 302. Advanced dressmaking, principles
of tailoring.
Text book: Dressmaking, by Jane Fales.
Millinery 401, 402. The course in millinery inclu•des the designing,
·making, trimming and decoration of fall and spring hats; study of
material, line and color. Economy in the utilization of old materials
by renovation and coloring, making flowers, ornaments, and trimmings.
Text book : To be selected.
Supervised Household Management 401, 402. The senior girls in
the home economics are required to live in a practice cottage or its
equivalent to do actual housekeeping under supervisio·n, boarding
themselves under the budget system for a prescribed sum as per allotment of the college for actual board. They plan, buy, cook, and serve
their meals, and so rotate that each girl gets the practice of every
phase of the home-making activities.

ANNUAL CATALOGUE

Bactericlogy 101, 402. General bacteriology the first semester of
senior vear followed the econd semester with hou ehold basteriology.
A ~tudy of the cla ification and relation of bacteria, yeast and mould::,
to sanitation, cooking, the home, food preservation and water supply.
pecial Methods and Practice Teaching 402. Discussion of the purpose of home economic ·, organization and teaching of phases of home
economic!!. Subject matter, methods of work; the relation of thi work
to other subjects in the curriculum, to the home and community life.
Equipment, course of gtudy, lesson plans. Directed teaching is done
two hours per week the last semester of the junior and senior years.
lasses are used from the practice school in the laboratories of thh;
department for the present.
Child Care 401, 402. Intelligent care of the child, its growth, fcod,
clothing, hygiene.
Text book: To be elected.

TRADE COURSES
Trade courses are planned for those per.sons, who wish to specialize
in one phase of the work in order to follow it as a vocation, or for making a living. The work is, very intensive, and can be finished in one
year. A Trade Certificate i given when the course is completed satisfactorily.
Trade Course in Cookery, for Men:
Preparing and serving simple meals.
Cooking in large quantities.
Catering-in titutional and home.
Study in purchasing large quantities.
Study of cuts of meats.
Menu making and meal planning.
Trade Course in Cookery, for Women:
Principle of cookery.
Preparation and service of meal
Dietaries for family.
Marketing.
Keeping simple accounts.
Large quantity cookery.
Demon tration work.

/
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COURSES OF INSTRUCTION BY DEPARTMENTS
The courses of instruction are described on the following pages in
the department in which they are offered. In the College Department
courses are numbered as follows: from 101 to 199 ,Freshman, 201 to
299 for Sophomores, 301 to 399 Juniors, 401 to 499 Seniors. In the
Academy the numbers are as follows: from 11 to 19 are for First Year,
21 to 29 for Second Year, 31 to 39 for Juniors, from 41 to 49 for
Seniors.
First semester courses are given odd numbers and second semester
cour es, even numbers.

DIVISION OF EDUCATION
J. R. Reynolds, Helen F. Green, J. Mercer Johnson
The aim of this department is to correlate the work of the other departments, selecting those things which will help the preparation of
educational leaders.
Teachers should have a broad and liberal education; understand
some subject or number of subjects well; possess a knowledge of human nature; know something of educational progress in this and other
countries; and of the place and function of education in society.

DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION
TRAINING SCHOOL.
The Training School is a very necessary part of a Normal College.
It fiills the same place in preparing teachers that the shop does in preparing mechanics or the laboratory in making' scientists.
In this department the teacher novice gets at first hand the experi- ·
ence necessary in handling classes under the supervision of an expert
teacher. He is given knowledge of actual conditions in .school management, the making of programs and preparing reports on school
work.
This training school is under the Department of Education and is
made up of nine grades, seven in the primary and grammar school and
two in the high school. The completion of tha ninth grade admits to
the first year Academy.
The same courses as outlined by the State Department of Education
will be followed a far as possible in these grades.
The pupils in the Training School are mostly from the families of
the school community.
32. Education. Methods of teaching the elementary subjects.
Lectures on making programs, school sanitation and hygiene are given. ·
One semester.
Education. Methods of teaching elementary subjects. Lectu1 s on school management, and school incentives are given. One
sem ster.
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College

404. Practice Teaching Prerequisite. Practical experience in the
handling of classes and making of programs. Lectures and discussions
on educational progress at the present time.

In the college each number represents a one-half course of 18 w e~k"
or 54 semester hours unless otherwise specified.
101. Education. Methods of teaching in the elementary grade.-_
The purpose of this course is to give training of arithmetic, grammar.
geography, history and other elementary subjects. Lectures on school
management are given with special reference to the teacher of t he
rural schools with one or two teachers.
201. Education. Methods of teaching the high school subject ~;
Lectures and required readings; Observations; discussions. The object is to give suggestionr, and methods that meet the immediate need·
of the young teachers.
202. Education. A continuation of 201 with the addition of 36
•h ours of practice teaching and observations under the supervision of
the supervisor of the training school.
301. Education. History of Education. This subject give. a
knowledge of the changes and developments iri education, theoretical
and practical from primitive man to the present day, as well a s the
persons who have been most instrumental in bringing about these c o nditions.
Text: Duggan's History of Education.
302. Education. Principles of Education. In this course ;· u ch
topics are discussed as, the meaning of infancy; the relation of P . ychology to education; the relation of physical and mental devel opment; the doctrine of interest ~.nd effort; the doctrine of formal di>-<cipline; the adjustment of educational proceedure to social demand · ;
self activity and mental development; the educational value o f the
various elements of the curriculum.
Text: Klapper's Principles of Educational Practice.
401. Education. High School Administration. This subject i ::- to
prepare teachers to be principals as regards the colored public school~
of Texas. Special regards will be given to the Gity High School and
to the Rural High School. Topics: How is the principal to find ou
the real conditions in the school? What is the most efficient wav to
supervise instruction? How can the principal improve the instruction
in the school? What is pupil guidance? Ways of securing and e.-pending funds.
Text: Johnston's High School Administration.
Practice Teaching
204. Practice Teaching. Value, two semester hours. Practice
teaching and observation under the dfrection of the superv· or of the
training school. Lectures on making programs and manage ent of
classes will be given.
304. Practice Teaching. Actual wor1 in handling classes un.
rection of the supervisor. Also lectur, s and discussion; obse"l:::-cl..~
of correct methods of teaching.
~

Electives
Electives are not to be construed as free electives but arc electives
only as to classes. The class may elect subjects or courses as outlined
below in lieu of same which have already been enumerated in the
junior and senior years with the exception of the subjects of practice
teaching which are required of every student.
412. General Geography. One-half course in teaching geography.
Text: Branam.
411, 311. History and Methods. A study of the best methods of
teaching history. One-half course. Text: Tryon.
414, 314. Methods of teaching arithmetic and general mathematics.
Text. To be selected.
416. __ Psychology of the Common Branches. This course will consist of recitations, lectures and assigned readings in the elementary
field of Psychology.
An effort will be made to give discussion of the more fund.amental
fields which explain child psychology and normal adult psychology.
- Affer introductory discussions of the fields of animal psychology, abnormal and child psychology- and the light they throw upon normal
adult psychology, the following subjects will be more intimately studied: the nervous system as the basis of psychological study; reflect
action and instinct; attention; the emotions; the sensory processes;
memory; thinking and possibly others.
418. Education. Primary Education; lectures required reading,
discussions. Emphasis is given to problems of the second and third
grades.
404. Education. Principles of the Curriculum. The aim of this
course is to assist in a thoughtful and intelligent selection of the subject matter of the lower primary grades. A detail study is given of
the fundamental principles in the organization of the curriculum.
Readings and written reports required.
406. Education. History of American Education. A brief survey
of the origin and development of the elementary and. secondary school
in the United States with particular emphasis on the development of
the vital problems confronting American schools today. Types of
school systems such as the Gary Plan and others will be given special
attention. This course is designed to give special help to principal of
schools, supervisors, Jeanes teachers and social workers.
408. Rttral School Administration. This course is especially designed for teachers of rural s<.li.ools, community workers, rural supervisors. Topics treated: Run.: School Plan, curriculum in rural
schools; consolidations; Social Centers; Standardized schools and
community activities.
Text: Cubberly's Education Adm!nistration.
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DEPARTMENT OF E GLISH

DEP ART~IE T ~F LANGUAGE

Harry Nelson, Julia A. Green, Marie J. Davis

G. O. Sanders, Ella P. Baker

GENERAL STATEMENT.
The in truction offered by the Department of English is designed to
give students acquaintance with the origin and development of Engl i.·h
language and literature, and proficiency in writing English and in public speaking. These objects are considered in courses classified, according to the information and special training required Ill each group.
Study of literature forms a part of most courses in English comp osition; and practice in composition forms a part of many of the
courses in English literature. In all courses in English composition,
abundant provision is made for personal conferences between e ach
tudent and his instructor.
11, 12. Practical English Composition; Book No. 1, by Edwin L.
Miller.
21, 22. Practical English Composition Book; No. 2, by Edwin L.
Miller.
31, 32. Practical English Composition Book; No, 3, by Edwin L.
Miller. Century's Voc·a bulary Builder.
41, 42. Practical English Compo 0 ition; Book No. 4, by Edwin L.
Miller. Wooley's Handbook of Composition.
101, 102. Rhetoric and English Composition. Oral and written
Themes. Conference, Recitations, and Lectures. Text-books:
entury' Handbook of Writing, Slater's Freshman Rhetoric.
201, 202. History and Development of English Literature in O u _
line. Text-book: Century Reading in English Literature.
Elective3.
211, 212. A Course in Exposition and Argumentation. Text-book:
Es entials of Exposition and Argumentation, by Fester.
111, 112., 311. A Course in Argumentation and Debating. Q 1
.. emester. Text-book: Argumentaticn and Debating, by F'oster.
301. The Fundamentals of Public Speaking. Text-book: P ubli
Speaking, by Winans. English 101, 102 prerequisite.
302. The Form of Public Addres se . Text-books: Model S
ec
Composition, by O' cill. 101, 102 and ?undamentals of Public S .a
ing.
401. Shakespeare. Text-book: The fr.ets about Shakespeare
eil on and Thorndike (Six plays). RJmeo and Juliet, King
Julins Cre~ar, Measure for Mea::.:ure, The Tempest, and Henry IV (T
Part .. ) Prerequisite Engli h 201, 2 2.
'

Le

402. Course in Amarican Literature. Text-book:
ing in American Literature. ThP. work of this cour
lecture'-:, readings, and reports.
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101, 201, 301, 401. Arivanced Latin. Elective only .. Such advanced
work as is needed for teachers of Latin in the be t high school and
college .
101 102. First Year Elementary Spanish. Four periods per week.
The ~ssentials of Spanish Grammar. Irregular verbs; idomatic expressions, sight reading, translations of Spanish and vice versa, daily
drill in pronunciation, expression. Composition writing from dictation.
201, 202. Second Year Intermediate Spanish. Rapid reading and.
conversations in Spani h. Reading current Spanish literature, novels
and dramas. Cervantes; a study of Spanish customs and manners of
daily life. Business forms and letter writing. Mercantile terms used
in business and commercial transactions. Lectures and Cenversation
with natives.
301, 302, 401, 402. Elective Only. Advanced Spanish for those making this subject a major.
101, 102. Elementary French. Four periods per week for one year.
This year's work con. ists of a study of the essentials of French Grammar. Practice in reading conversation and a thorough drill in pronunciation. Translations of short English sentences into French and
vice versa.
201, 202. Intermediate French. Four periods per week for one
year. This year's work consists of the fundamental prin_ciples of
French grammar. Exercises in compositions and translation. The
study of French customs and life and natural traits. Reading, La
Belle France. A study of the history of French literature. Reading
of modern novels and dramas with a review of French grammar.
301, 302, 401, 402. Elective Only. Advanced French for those majoring in the subject.
101, 102, 200, 202, 301, 302, 401, 402. Latin. College Latin, Elective
only.
DEPARTMENT OF BIOLOGY
L. R. Posey
101. General Biology. This course introduces the tudent to plant
and animal life and the laws and principles which coordinate and correlate them. Its aim is to prepare the student for the more technical
work of college zoology and botany. There are three recitations a~d
two laboratory periods pf;r week.
ote books must be neat.
102. Physiology and Hygiene. This course covers the econd semester. This course aim, to give the student a clear idea of the structure function. and care of the body. Models, maps, charts and drawings are used to make the work clear. A carefully kept note book is
required. Recitations three times per week.
201. General Zoology. To take this course it is necessary to have
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course 101 or its equivalent. Careful study and drawings to show the
anatomy and habits of various groups are required. Special emphasis
is placed upon a comparative study of the phyla. Lecture and class
work three periods per week and laboratory two periods.
202. Botany. This course gives the student the right conception of
plants and plant life. It aims to give the student a fair knowledge of
the structure, function, and classification of the common plants. Field
trips, laboratory and note book work form a part of this course. Recitatitons three times a week and laboratory two times.
301, 302. Advanced Animal Biology. Course 202 or its equivalent
is required to take this course. This cQurse gives a detailed study of
the physiology and morphology of cells, germ plasm and evolution.
Recitations three times and laboratory two times. Field trips and note
b ooks required.
401, 402. Advanced Physiology. This course is for people who are
plann_ing to study medicine or nursing. It is given three times per
week.
21, 22. · General Science. This course gives the student the back
ground for biology, physics, and chemistry. It is given five times a
week throughout the year.
0

DEPARTMENT OF HISTORY AND ECONOMICS
M. P. Carmichael

11, 12. United States History. A review of the leading points of
the history of our country.
21, 22. Civics.
31. The Negro in American History. The course will attempt to
connect the movements in American History with such factors as slavery, abolition, colonization and compromises leading up td the conflict
between the North and South. Also the status of the free Negro, the
Civil War, Reconstruction and efforts at racial adjustment will be
studied. Lectures and quiz will be given weekly.
41, 42. West World Progress. The aim in this course will be to
study such topics as to make the past live again and at the same time
form a continuous story. Also better prepare for an understudying of
the social problems of today.
Hll, 102. History of England. 101 covers from Celtic Britain to the
Hundred Year War. 102 discusses English and French struggles for
supremacy in America and the results.
The purpose of this course is to cultivate a taste for the history of
the people who have contributed more largely than any other to the
establishment of institutions on the westt;; n shores of the Atlantic
ocean that have stood the test of time and at still enduring.
During the progress of history study, the poli ical side will not alone
be emphasized, but the literary and industria achievements will be
noted carefully. so that the stodent may be E abled to form a clear
conception of the ancestral notion of civilizath n and its value.
J.nteresting lectures and discussions on the c nstitutional history of
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England deduced from the proper study of English history will be
given each week.
201, 202. American History. Course 401 discusses the economic
conditions in Europe that gave rise to the adventures that resulted in
the discovery of a continent, its exploration and ultimate settlement.
Course 202 discusses economic and industrial questions on the 'Ilew
continent with slavery as a leading question from 1794 until the War
Between the States, also the government and the basic principles of
good government based on good citizenship.
The purpose of this course is to study intelligently the political
movements of the American people and to instill and develop a love for
American institutions, which will heighten the confidence and deepen
the patriotism of the student and ultimately build a high class citizenship.
The study of the Latin-American States from 1820 to the present
time will be of great value to the American student of history from a
political and cultural point of view.
Modern Europe (beginning with the French Revolution) should be
carefully e.tudied to note the freedom of thought and action based on
American inspiration.
301, 302. History Teaching. A course intended for students who
expect to teach or supervise history in secondary schools. The Theory
of history teaching, course organization, text book selection, method
of class presentation and the problems of history teaching. Two
periods per week.
ECONOMICS.
312. The purpose of this course, to study the many economic questions in their broad and current relation to social welfare.
Emphasis is placed upon the condition of the masses who~e economic
conditions are studied severally and collectively.
401. Sociology. The general subject deals with the struggles for
higher levels of human, living. A discu ssion of the organic conceptions of social problems is followed by studies of degeneration, eugenics, social phases of education, charities, urban, and rural conditions,
dissipation, crime, and relating to family life.
402. Community Life. Will be carefully studied and students will
be required to write thesis based on their observations.
Constitutional Law. The purpose of this course is to offer prospective students an opportunity to get the necessary prerequisites for extensive study of the Federal Constitution, and to study carefully the
decisions of the Supreme Court of the United States touching commerce and trade, property, ccntracts, etc.
411, 412. Research and Lecture. This course gives much latitude
to the student to broaden his experience and deepen his convictions
with respect to facts gathered from all sources, and the degrees of
quality ascertained one over the other by comparison.
404. Ethics. An introductory study of the moral life by reference
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to the most important theories concerning the nature of goodne_-: a
t he avenues of moral knowledge and the fundamental human virtue ::.
DEPARTME T OF MATHEMATICS
B. F. Lee, -::- J. F. Ellison
11. Complete Arithmetic. This cour e is intended a a review of
t he general principleR of arithmetnc. Special stres is placed upon
the fundamental principles of percentage in its application to intere. t.
discounts, partial payments, taxes. Thorough driil is given in mensuration, ratio and proportion, powers and roots.
12. Algebra. This course is taught during the la t half of the year.
Thorough drill is given in the four fundamental operations of algebra,
the solution of linear equations and of system of simultaneous linear
equation .
21, 22. Algebra. Thi eourse presuppose 12, and gives speci al attention to factional and literal equation , involution, evolution. r ad ical , graphics, quadratics of one unknown and simultaneous qua dratics and the binomial theorem.
31. Plane Geometry. Thi course extends through the first h a lf of
the third year of the Academy and covers Books 1 and 2. Much a ttention is given to original exerci es.
32. Plane Geometry. This cour e includes the last three book . of
Plane Geometry. The demon tration of original theorems and t he
con struction of original problems are required through the cour::- e.
The cour e extend through the econd half of the third year of the
Academy.
41. A ourse in General Mathematics. The study of perce ntag
and it commercial applications, mensurations, etc. The course al,. o
deals with factoring fractional and literal equations, involutions, e v0lutionf. and the general properties of quadratic equation .
42. Graphing the binomial theorem determinants, and the eleme nt
of plane trigonometry.
101. College Al1,rebra. Thi
ubject is taught during the fir , t h al
of the Fre hman year and includes variation. theory of equatio ns, fr a tional and negative exponents, mathematical induction.
102. College Algebra. A continuation of 301 and includes determ·nant , exponential , and log:>.rithm , undetermined co-efficien t.", p ermutation, combination and probability.
202. Plane Analytic Geometry. This coun:e includes the stu d v 0
rectangular, oblique and polar co-ordinates in the plane; the reldti
between a curve and it equation, the algebra of a vari~.ble pair
number and the geometry of a moving point. Specific application .
the properties of a strai'ght line, circles, conic sections, and certai
other plane curves. Elective in the econd half of the Soph om
Class.
•: Part Year.
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:n 1. , olid Analytics. The co-ordinate system in space. General
propert1 s of ·urfaces and space curves.
302. Differential Calculus. This course is designed for the student
of P ire a nd applied M8:thematics: Throughout the course there i a.
lar ge_ ullmber of practical applications. In dynamics physics mech a mc_al an d el_ectrical. engineering. A working knowledge of th~ calc?luR 1s e.- sential. This course aim to acquaint the student with the
kind of mathematics which he will find useful.
~01._ Integral Calculus. Thi. course deals with problems and apphcat10. s a nrl t he integral calculus.
301. Plane Trigonometry. This subject is taught during the fir t
alf of f!1e S~phon:iore year and includes a brief treatment of the trigonometn cal t undions, the right triangle, the development of the es:en ia l t rigonometrical formulae and the solution of the oblique tri• ngle a ·la hort study of the spherical triangle.
THE DEPARTMENT OF SCIENCE

P. E. Bledso<', Emma E. Byais
T he
epartment of Science offers ten courses. There are five
court: in ch~mistry, one in elementary chemistry, one in general inorg _m e hem: try, a course in chemical analysis, a course in physiologic l chemistry and a course in organic chemistry. There are three
cour
· physics; one cour e in geology and one in astronomy.
. 21, 2. General Science. This course in General Science is offered
rn tr. sel on d year of the high school and consists of one year of recit ~tion ·ind demonstration. E:r..ough chemistry, physics and biology are
g iven t o veil fit the pupil to move with perfect ease along a more ada nc d t ___atment of these sciences. In this course the pupil prepares
t he co ncht10n and learns by watching nature work.
Physic
101, 1~2. Physics. This is a. course in regular high school phy ics
offered rn th first year or Junior Academy. It consists of recitation
a1 _d ~wo double periods of laboratory work for two seme ters. Text:
:\I1lhcan
Cale; Carhart & Chute. (Applications.)
· ' , . 302. Ph:ysi~s. This is a full year course in college phy ics,
st • • ~tr.g t he subJect , heat, sound, light, electricity and radiation.
T ~ is cour ·e i: offered to tho e who take the mechanical cour e or desire to take t he regular scientific course. This cour e consists of the
r ec.itation periods and two double periods of laboratory work. Physics
101 102 and a knowledge of higher mathematics are requisites. Text:
To be elected.
101. Phy&ics. This course takes up the mechanics of heat, light,
tt nd el ectr ic ity a applied to the household science. It consi ts of lect •·e an d experiment.
ote books must be kept. Text: To be elected.
Chemistry
1, 2. Chemistry. We offer this elementary course in chemi try to
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the Senior Academy classes. It is made up of five periods a wee
equally divided betkecn recitation and laboratory practice.
Pherson & Henderson and Brownlee, First Lesson.
101, 102. Chemistry. This course is one in general inorganic che
'istry as applied to college work. It is made up of demonst-.:·ation, lee ture periods, and double laboratory periods twice a week.
ote boo~/,
are kept and passed upon. This course stresses the ion -theory, th{~
Periodic Law, and aims to give the student a thorough knowledge o f
the laws and principles of chemical science. This is a one year cou rse
.as treated in Smith's College Inorganic Chemistry.
201, 202. Chemistry. The subject of chemical analysis i s ot ·ed in
the Sophomore year. It takes up qualitative in the first seme r a nd
quantitative in the second semester. Both gravemetric a nd vo lunetric
analysis will be considered. The text used in qualitative analysis w ill
be outlined in Stieglitz's Chemical Analysis.
301. Chemistry. The organic chemistry will be a semester cou rse
presented in such a way to give the pupil some idea of the animal and
plant foods, soil, and carbohydrates. This consists of both r ecita tion
and laboratory practice.
302. The course in physiological chemistry is for those w ho w ish
to take a more extended course in domestic science. It is offered to
Domestic Science Seniors. Text: To be selected.
402. Geology. This course in geology is made up of one-hal u nit
and is a brief but thorough course in dynamical, structural, and h istorical geology. Besides its general educational value, it is q uite n ecessary in the teaching of physiology and geography. A number of fossil s and mineral specimens are presented. Text: Le Conte.
412. Astronomy. This course is a course in simple astronom,· and
is offered to College Seniors for one semester. It plans a clear ~n d erstanding of the Solar system and a study of the most common constellations of the Sidereal system. Text: White.
DEPARTMENT OF MUSIC
'· Mabel L. Eason, ·»Madora G. Bryant
*Gertrude L. Lewis, *Inez C. Scott
Piano Lessons Taught............................• .................................... $3.O0 per mo nth
Vocal Lessons Taught.................................................................. $3.O0 per month
Two lessons taught per week; practice hour every day.
·

Breathing.
First steps in music.
How to teach Rate singing.
Presentation of Rate Song.
The Latin syllables.
Musical History.
VOICE CULTURE
. Each vo~al student should have completed the first two years of
piano music or. show they have had work equivalent before entering
the stu?y ~f voice culture. The method being taught, by fundament als, scientific and technic.
One hundred select voices receive additional choral work twice a
week, rehearsals coming on Monday and Thursday night from 6:15 to
7 :30 of each week. Such students are expected to attend all rehearsals
and chapel exercises and public meetings when required.
PIANO COURSE.
First Year.
~atthew's Standard Graded Course, Book 1 and 2. Finger exercise
m~Jor scale ~zerny Studies Book 1. Sonatinas, Kohler composition
sUJtable for First year's work.
Second Year.
'J'.ouch and :echnic Stand.ard Graded Course Mathew Book 3 and 4.
MaJor and mm?~ scale.s Czerny studies book 1 and 2. Sonatinas by
Kohler, compos1t10n suitable for second years work.
Third Year.
~ouch .and. Technic Standard graded course Mathew Book 5 and 7
maJor anli mmor scales in different intervals and in contrary motion
(Back two parts) nocturnes, preludes, and composition.
Fourth Year.

1

PUBLIC SCHOOL MUSIC.
Rate singing and sight reading specialty.
FIRST YEAR MUSIC.
Rate songs for Kindergarten.
Music language.
J -

Touch and Technic Standard graded courses Mathew Book 8 and 9
Scales, ?~tave studies (two and three part.) Inventions by Bach Fugr~
composition, Impromptu music by best composers: Bach, Chopin McDowell, Mendelssohn, Beethoven and (others.)
'
Scientific fundamentals.
Deep breathing.
Sustaining tones.
Vowels.
Syllables.
Application of song.
TECHNIC FUNDAMENTALS.
A

.
rpegg1a
•·· •·······························································································Development

r,o
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Interval~ ................................................................................................... Concentration
Trills ...............................................................................................................Thought
Head tones ................................................................................................Enunciatio n

gineering, rural economics and sociology, horticulture, veterinary
practices, rural Education, and extension service. The Department
has recently installed a new canning plant and poultry plant.
The instructional work of this Division is given under two depa,·tmets, viz.: the Department of High School Instruction and the Department of College Instruction.

f:;~~;~.::~~7on :·...·.·.·.·.·.:·.·.·.:·.·.·.·.·.·.::·.·.·.·.·.::·.·.·.·.·.·.·.:::......·.::...·.·.·.·.:·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.::·.:·.·.·.·.·.::·.·.·.·.·.·.·.:·.·.·.:·.·.·.i~~~~~~~fc;~on
The Senior Class of each year is given a teachers course in Publi
School Music. Class is taught by divisions including appropriate musical training for pupils from the fir t through the eight grades eac
member of the class will be required to make outline of special work
the course and teach practice school before finishing.

MILITARY DEPARTME T.
Curtis Woods,
Sergeant, D.E.i\LL., U.S.A. Professor Military Science and Tactic
Battalion Staff. James T. Brown, Major; La Salle Lefall, Captam
and Supply Qfficer; A.G. Hall, 1st. Lieut. Battalion Adjutant; 0. A.
Moore Battalion Supply Officer, Sergeant.
Band.-Gerold Dorsey, Master; Ralph I aacs, 1st. Lieut.; Caro Collins, 2nd Lieut.; G. A. Sander , Sergeant; Augustus Arterberry, Lero.
Kirkpatrick, Erasmu Wheeler, W.R. Gerald.
Company "A."-H. C. Sells, Captain; J. G. Jones, 1st. Lieut.; Ira T.
Harrison, 2nd. Lieut.; Brady Barring, 1st. Sergeant.
Company "B."-J. E. Clayton, Captain; Ray Harrison, 1st. Lieut.·
Je ·se Butler, 2nd. Lieut.; Theo l\.'Iatthews, .1st. Sergeant.
Company "C."-L. E. Clayborn, Captain; Willard Brown, Captain;
Lonnie Mar hall, 1st. Lieut.; Charle Jingles, 1st. Lieut.; Frank
Arnold, L t. Sergeant; E. T. Minton, Sergeant.
DIVI IO

OF AGRICULTURE
STAFF
·==·B, F. Bullock, Director of the Divi ion and Professor of Rural Education.
E. B. Evans, A~ i tant Director and Professor of Veterinar.,
Science.
·
H. G. Dickerson, ProfE.ssor of Vocational Education.
C. S. Ros~·, Associate Professor of Animal Husbandry.
J. L. Locket, Instructor in Crops and Soils.
R. B. Bridgeman, Landscape Gardner.
A. T. Wood, In ·trnctor in Vocational Agriculture.
J. M. Alexander, Inshuct.or in Vocational Agriculture.
. C. Carrington. In tructor in Vocational Agriculture.
•:: Maud D. White, Secretary to the Director.
The Division of Agriculture aims to give the training neces ar:, fo1
succe s in practical farming, teaching agriculture, agricultural e. ·tem·ion work, and other lines of agricultural activities. I :s work i
centered around instruction and practice in Animal ·Husb ndry ( including dairying and poultry raising,) crop. and soils agric1 ltural en
.,, Pal't Year.

THE DEPARTMENT OF COLLEGE I STRUCTION.
This department cffer a four-year cour. e leading to the degree of
B. S. in Agriculture. The entrance requirements for this course are
the same as for the other college courses. It will be to the advantage
of students entering this cour. e to be able to offer at le:ist two entrance units in Agriculture.
The aim of this department is to give the scientific and technical
training (with a thorough practical knowledge of agriculture a a
basis) that will enable those completing the course to hold position
of trust as owners and conductors of farm , teachers of agriculture,
extension worker and in other line of agricultural activities. A ide
from the instruction in technical agriculture the course give a broad
training in the sciences related to agriculture, the humanistic and
other professional subjects.
DEP ARTMEN'J' OF E GLI H.
Besides the succe~.sful completion of the pre-cribed course of study,
the student must have a thorough knowledge of farming activities and
of rural life conditions before receiving his degree. Student who
have not had this experience before entering the cour e will be given
an opportunity to get it during their college career.
•:, Part Year.
The text book. lecture, reference, supervi ed tudy, quiz, laboratory,
field trip or demonstration method of in truction will be used as the
occasion warrant. The relative number of recitation and laboratory
periods will also be determined by the nature of the subject.
ote.-For description of cultural subject see announcement of
departments in which they are taught.
201. Agronomy. (2-4 1 •
Field Crops.
A tudy of the adaptability, di tribution, usecc:, seed selection. preparation of ~eed bed, cotton classing, cultural methods and. other factors
affecting the succe sful development of the outstanding field crops of
Texas and the Southwest.
202. Agronomy. (2-4).
Soil Man:igement.
An advance tudy of crop rotation, methods of cultivation, ,:ystems
of farming and their effect upon the crop pro,ducing power of the soil;
depletion and maintenance of the fertility of the soil and methods of
perfecting a permanent sy tern of agriculture.
101. Animal Hu handry. (2-4).
,j
Types and Breeds.
d l'v
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The history, characteristics, adaptability, scoring and uses of the important breeds of farm animals.
102. Animal Husbandry. (3-0).
Principles of Feeding.
A study of the digestibility and functions of feed nutrients; p hysiology of digestion and feeding for different purposes, and the calculation of rations for farm animals.
301. Animal Husbandry. (2-2).
Dairying.
An advanced course in general dairying, including the care, fee ding
and breeding of dairy stock, composition, separating and handli ng of
milk, milk testing, cream ripening and the manufacturing of dairy
products.
302. Animal Husbandry. (2-).
Poultry Husbandry.
An advanced course in general poultry husbandry including studie
in culling, judging, breeding, feeding, incubation, brooding; and grading, packing, and marketing the products.
402. Animal Husbandry. (3-2).
·
Livestock Management.
The course includes a study of the feeding, care, management and
marketing of cattle, horses, swine and poultry.
The course als o includes practice in preparing different classes of animals for show.
301. Bacteriology. (3-0 1 •
General Bacteriology.
A general study of the morphology, physiology and! classifica t i on of
bacteria; the production of enzymes, toxins, vaccines, sterilization and
purification of water.
302. Bacteriology. (2-2).
Agricultural Bacteriology.
A study of the relation of micro-organism to plant and animal dLeases, soil fertility, dairy products, preservation of farm product ,
water supplies, etc.
201. Botany. (2-2).
General Botany.
A study of the structure, development, activities and evoluti o nar •
relation of the great groups of flowering plants; special atttention will
be given the reproductive processes.
202. Botany. (2-2).
General Botany Continued.
A study of the structure, behavior and evolutionary relation o f the
important groups of spore-bearing, with special attention -'; o the fungi
which cause plant diseases.
401. Botany. (2-2).
Plant Physiology.
A general study of the physical processes of plants, inch ding m etabolism, growth, movements, etc.
[
402. Botany. (2-2).
Plant Diseases.
I

A general study of the cause, life history, behavior and control of
the important diseases of farm, garden and orchard crops.
201. Chemistry. (2-4).
Organic Agricultural Chemistry.
A general study of chemistry as related to soils, fertilizers, plant and
animal growth.
301. Economics. (3-0).
Principles.
A study of the principles of production, distribution, exchange and
consumption of wealth; the organization of capital, labor problem~,
banking, etc.
302. Economics. (3-0).
General Agricultural.
A study of the factors of agricultural production, the distribution
of the agricultural income, the economic and social factors determining the relation of agriculture to other industries, forms of rural organizations, rural credit systems, etc.
401. Economics. (3-0).
Marketing.
A study of the principles underlying the successful marketing of
farm products, including a careful study of marketing agencies, legal
rights and obligations arising out of marketing transactions, the middleman, special marketing problems and the present marketing
systems.
202. Entomology. (2-2).
A study of the identification, life history, habits and methods of controlling insects of economic importance to the farm and home.
101. Farm Mathematics. (2-0).
A general review of the principles of arithmetic, algebra and geometry, with special applicntions to problems of the farm and shop.
402. Farm Management and Business Law. (4-0 1 •
Lectures and recitations on the qualifications of farmers, choo ing
a farm, the advantages and disadvantages of different types of farms;
planning the farm, farm labor and equipment, farm tenantry, cropping
and feeding systems, etc.
Business Law will cover the essential facts concerning simple legal
and business operations.
302. Genetics. (3-0).
General.
A general study of the laws of heredity, environments and variation,
and their relation to the theories of organic evolution.
20]. Horticulture. (2-2).
Fruit Growing, Canning and Landscape Gardening.
A study of the principles of fruit growing with special reference to
Texas conditions, including locations, varieties, soils, fertilizers, planting and cultural methods, pruning, spraying, harvesting and storing;
landsca?e gardening and cannig.
202. Jlorticulture. (2-2).
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Vegetable Gardening and Canning.
A study of tthe fundamental principle · of successful vegetable gardening i.1 the South, with special reference to home garden and canning.
302. Indu trial HL tory. (-1-0}.
A general survey of the European revolution and the expansion of
commerce with a more detailed Ftudy of the industrial history of America, tracing the development of agriculture, manufactures, commerce
and related activitier. from their colonial beginnings to their pre:ent
status.
301. Rural Education. (3-0).
General Vocational.
The place cf vocational educution in the ystem of universal edu cation, history of it. development, local, state and Federal. co-operatio n
in the promotion of vocational Education, typical vocut10nal school.
and departments of vocational education in secondary schools. t he
present demand for vocational education, prevocational cour es, vocational guidance, etc.
302. Rural Education. (3-0).
Educational P ycl:ology.
A general study of mind and behavior as applied to the learnin g
proce ·s; 8 pecial attetntion will be given to individual difference a nd
their causes.
401. Rural Education. (3-0 1 •
Principle of Teaching.
Fundamental principles, aims and values of teaching.
W3. Rural Education. (3-0).
Practice Teaching.
The s tudent participate in the conducting of class exerci es and in
the control of the class room; at first a an observer, but gradually
enter ing into teaching responsibilitie until he takes complete charge.
102. Rural Education. (3-0).
~Ietilod: of Teaching Vocational and Extension Servic
Organiz ing, managing, and methods of teaching agricultlire ~ 1 the
public 8 chools ; equipment anrl materials; making yearly outline~ and
deta il ed Jes ·on plans; co nductin~ home projects and community v ork;
practic e teachi ng, etc. At least one week will be devoted to exten ion
methods.
102. Rural Engineering. (1-2).
urveying.
A cour ·e a imed to acquaint the student with the care and use f he
ordin ary . u rveying instrument ·, computation of areas, mapping:, e te.;
, some att ent ion will also be given to terracing and drain:ige.
301. Rural Engineering. (1-4).
Farm :.\1:echanics.
A general study of farm machinery, farm power, electricity on the
farm, farm 1:1tructures, etc.
101. Rural Sociol<Jgy. (3-0).
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Forces and factor in rural social progress; the development and
adaptation of rural institutions and organizations.
101. Veterinary Science. (1-4).
Animal Anatomy and Physiology,
A study of the am:.tomical and physiological structure of the horse,
ox, pig, sheep and chicken. The digestive, respiratory and genitourinary organs will be studied in detail.
102. Veterinary Science. (1-4 1•
Diseases of F'a rm Anim::iJ .
A study of the more common diseases of farm animals; their prevention and treatment; common unsoundness of the hor e and pathological hoeing.
301. Veterinary Science. (2-2).
Farm Sanitation and Communicable Diseases.
A general consideration of the causes of diseases and their manner
of spreading; disinfectants and their application; general hygiene and
stable <:anitation, including selection of site and drainage.

DESCRIPTIO OF HIGH SCHOOL COURSE IN AGRICULTURE
ote.-The In titution furnishes the land, tools, teams and other
,equipment necessary to conduct project in animal and plant production. All profit from the e projects will go to the individual students
conducting them. Many students find this a means of helping to pay
their expense while in school.
Plant Production 31 and 32.-Studies and practices in the production
of field crops common to Texas, including elementary work in farm
machinery, farm shop practices, and farm management related to crop
production.
Each student taking this course will be required to conduct a crop
project . This project should be a repre entative of the kind of crops
grown in the student's home community.
Animal Production 41 and 42.- Studies and practices in the production and marketing of animals common to the farms of Texas, including practices in farm hop work and farm management essential to
successful animal production.
Each 1>tudent taking this cour e will be required to conduct an animal project of a represen tative type.
Horticulture 12.-An introductory course in vegetable gardening
and fruit growing, including practices in propagation, pruning and
spraying.
Each student taking this course will be required to conduct a project
repre enting a typical veg etable garden for thi section of the country.
The Subsistence Department furnishes a market for these vegetables,
Pcultry Production 21.-An elementary study of poultry production
as a farm enterprise, with laboratory work in poultry house construction, feeding, incubat ion, brooding, culling, etc.
Dairying 22.-An elementary study of dairying as a farm enterprise,
with laboratory work in judging dairy cows, feeding, milk testing, the
u e of the separator, butter making, ·fairy sanitation, etc.
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DIVISION OF MECHANIC.S.

J. J. ABERNETHY, B.S. in M.E., Director.
F. C. HEARIOLD, B.S. in C.E., Associate Professor in Mechanic A rt..:.
THOS. L. HOLLEY, Teacher Trainer in Industries.
WM. H. ROBINSON, B.S. in E.E., Assistant Professor of Drawing and
Design.
JAMES W. PRYOR, B.S. in M.E., Instructor in Machine Shop Practice.
ROMEO HENDERSON, Instructor in Auto Mechanics.
R. F. JOHNSON, Instructor in Shoemaking.
J. R. GRIGSBY, Elementary.
WM. COOK, Instructor in Printing.
WM. MUCKELROY, Instructor in Plumbing and Steam Fitting.
GEO. M. ROLIGAN, Instructor in Blacksmithing and Wheelwrighting.
A. J. WALLACE, Instructor in Practical Carpentry.
ALONZA WALLA CE, Instructor in Tailoring.
CHAS. SIMPSON, Instructor in Auto Mechanics.
SADIE ALLEN JOHNSON, Assistant in Printing.
L. 0. BLACK, Assistant in Shoemaking.
M. H. BLACKSHEAR, Assistant in Shoemaking.
WARNER KENNEDY, Repairman.
LILLIE M. FREDERICK, Stenographer, Clerk.
A. H. BLEDSOE, Assistant in Elementary.
C. E. McMILLAN, Assistant in Elementary.
G. B. MILLER, Instructor in Carpentry.
N. A. JONES, Chief Engineer and Instructor in Stationary
Engineering.
S. H. EWELL, Instructor in Hatmaking and Laundering.
H. R. EWELL, Assistant in Laundering and Dry Cleaning.
JAMES R. TAPSCO.TT, Assistant Driving Instructor.
D. W. MARTIN, Assistant Engineer.
ETHEL M. PHILLIPS, Stenographer.
ALICE SHIELDS, Telephone Operator
D. L. WAYNE, Storekeeper.
A. T. RUCKER, Assistantt in Tailoring.
ALICE V. MUCKELROY, Acting Assistant in Tailoring.
R. B. BRIDGEMAN, Landscape Gardner.
THEO. HAYNES, Student Telephone Operator.

COURSE IN MECHANIC ARTS.

. The course in Mechanic Arts is designed to give a thorough train·1
m the_ fu~da~ental principles of engineering and industry. The ~~
struct~on 1s given by the means of lectures, recitations and practice
work m the shop and laboratory. It is not possible in the short t·
t~ give the student skill in trades that comes from long practice ~m~
his_ work ?1ay
deemed_ as an apprenticeship, and since his mi:i d ~
tramed with ,h is hand, his advancement in any branch will be rapid_
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The main object is to have him so trained that he will give him a broader view of the whole industrial system.
Training is given in technical subjects such as mechanics, drawing,
electricity and hydraulics. This training will still better fit them for
any work related to the trades, as each subject is given in such a way
as to show its industrial application.
The cultural side is not neglected. English, Literature, History
and economics are offered. Strong courses in Science and Mathematics are offered on account of the close relation that these two
branches bear to modern industry and engineering.
Courses in Education are offered in order that the student may be
able to understand the principles and purpose underlying this branch.
The study of human mind as applied to educational and industrial life
is carried on. The educational progress of this and other countries is
studied. Methods, School Administration and Vocational Guidance
are also studied.
The whole course is outlined so as to make not only an intelligent
leader in the industrial lines, but also a man that wm be able to take
an active part in the development of the community in which he Jives.
The graduate of this course will be equipped to become a teacher of
related subjects, such as physics, chemistry, mathematics, and drawing
in a vocational school, and with a few months of outside experience in
one of the trades, teacher of that trade or field worker in industrial
education. There is a growing demand for teachers of this class.
The graduate will also be fitted to become a leader in the trade he
wishes to follow. He may become a carpenter, plumber, blacksmith,
auto mechanic, and finally a director of these various enterprises, such
as a garage owner.
In addition, he has the proper foundation for further engineering
studies.
The student on satisfactorily completing this course will be awarded the degree of Bachelor of Science in Mechanic Arts.
DESCRIPTION OF COURSE.
For description of cultural subjects see announcement of the department in which they are taught.
101, 102. Steam and Gas Power. Freshman year, both semesters.
An elementary study is made of steam and angines, gas- engines and
the elements of automotive engineering.
103. Mechanical Drawing. Freshman year, first semester. Part
of the semester is devoted to freehand drawing from geometrical
solids, common objects and still life. Special attention is given to
measuring.
uETAOIN
measuring, dimensioning and describing machines. Orthographic
projection is included.
104. Descriptive Geometry. Freshman year, second semester.
Class room and lectures on general and 8pecial problems relating to
points, lines, planes and solids.
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105. Woodwork. Freshman year, first semester. Shop practice in
the use o::: common bench tools and power machinery for working in
wood, as applied to joinery, elements of construction and cabinet.
106, 205. Forging. Freshman year, second semester, and sophomore year, first semester. Shop practice in the use of blacksmith and
general forge tools in the working of iron and steel. Proper methods
of tempering, annealing, welding, case hardening, etc., are taught.
108. Mechanism. F'reshman year, second semester. A careful
study is made of the fundamental elements of machinery with reference to the transmission of motion and force, and to their form and
arrangement in actual machines.
110. Materials of Construction. Freshman year, second semester.
A study of various materials of engineering, where obtained or how
manufactured.
202, 309. Mechanical Drawing. Sophomore year, second seme ter,
and junior year, first semester. Detail drawing of parts of machines
and making of assembly drawings from the detail drawings .
203. Shades and Shadows and Perspective. Sophomore year, first
semester. The application of the principles of descriptive geometry
in casting architectural shadows. The principles of rendering is also
taught. ln this course the study and practical application of the
theory of perspective will be given.
204. S rveying. Sophomore year, second semester. This is a
brief course in the use and care of surveying instruments.
206, 311, 312. Machine Shop. Sophomore year, second semeste r,
and junior year, both semesters. Work is given in chipping, filing ,
shaper, scraping, drilling and turning· on the lathe.
503, 504. Applied Machines. Junior year, both semesters. A study
i made of analytical and graphical composition, resolution and conditions of equilibrium of concurrent and non-concurrent forces; center of gravity, friction, moments of inertia, relation between force s
acting on ripid bodies and resulting motions of work, energy a nd
power ~,nd of the resistence of material on pipes, riveted joints, beam. ,
columning, etc.
305, 306. Thermadynamics. Junior year, both semesters. A stu d of heat., p ower engineering, includin g steam engineering, steam t u i.=bines, gas engines, compressed air a,1d refrigerating machinery.
307, 30 . Electrical Engineering. Junior year, both semester.·.
The study of the principles of electricity and magnetism, simple elec tric circuits, primary and secondary batteries, battery charging, simple
telephone circuits, the magnetic circ uit, inductance and .capacity. ·
310. Machine Design. Junior yea r, second semester.
Designing
of an engineering structure.
401. Elements of Reinforced Concrete. Senior year, first semester.
The theories of stress distribution and various systems of reinforci ng.
Elementary design is taken up.
-102. \Yorking Drawing. Senior yc::n·, second semester.
Vari o u
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details of buildings are dra,:n to sc:.ile. One complete set of plans for
a small building is required t o be drawn.
402. Graphic Statics. Senior year, first semester. Use of the force
and equilibrium polygons in determining resultants, reactions, centers
of gravity, bending moments, practical applications are made.
404. Estimating. Senior year, second semester. Practice i given
in estimating quantities of material needed in a small dwelling and a
fireproof building.
405. Vocational Education. Senior year, first semester. The purpose of this course is to give a clear understanding of the growth and
importance of trade industrial education. Vocational guidance is considered. The various provisions of the Smith-Hughes Act . is also
studied.
406. Job Analysis. Senior year, second' semester. The course as
outlined by Charles Allen is closely studied.
407, 408. Architectural Design. Senior year, both semesters. Simple problems involving the use of the orders and more advanced problems involving the use of the orders and more advanced problems in
planning. Compo ition and presentation. Rendering in India and
water colors.
409, 410. History of Agriculture. Senior year, both semesters.
Study is made of the Egyptian, Western, Asiatic, Grecian, Roman,
early Christian, Byzantine, Romanesque and Gothic styles.
411, 412. Surveying. Senior year, both semesters. The making of
land, topographical and triangulation surveys.
414. Railroad Engineering. Senior year, second semester.
The
theory and practice of simple course is taught in both class room and
and field.
424. Drainage and Irrigation. Senior year, second !;emester .. A
study is made of the application of engineering principles to the design
and con truction of drainage and irrigation works.
415. Direct Current of Machines. Senior year, firs t semester. A
detailed study of the fundamental principles underlying the various
types of direct current machines with laboratory work.
416. Alternating Current Machines. Senior year, second semester.
A detailed study of alternating current principles as applied t o generators, motors and tran formers, with laboratory work.
417 418. Communication Engineering. Senior year, both semesters.
Stud; is made of magneto and central battery circuit, a lternating current, telegraphy, telephone cr.ble construction, poles, towers, insulators, radio communication.
.
419 420. Machine Design. Senior year, both semesters. Des1gn of
machine elements will be given in this course. The object is to enable
the ntu<lent to design ordinary machines and to be able to make proper
drawinn-s for the manufacturer of the machine.
422. ,._,Shop Management and Shop Records. Senior year, second
semester. The object of thi s course is to give the sttndent the funda-
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mental principles underlying the arrangement of machinery, produ ction :?.nd keeping of records.
425. Cartography. Conventional methods of plotting, surveys and
drawing maps.
SHOP TEACHERS
In order to meet the demand for shop teachers a short course will be
offered.
This course offers an opportunity for men already skilled in th eir
trade to prepare themselves as teachers so as to qualify for work under
the Smith-Hughes Law. Shop teachers are needed not only in the
cities but also in the rural schools to give instructions in f arm
mechanics.
The applicant for this course shall have completed the work of the
elementary school or its equivalent. He shall have two years trade
experience beyond the period of learning the trade. He shall b e at
least twenty-one years old, possess good health, and character.
T,he course will be arranged according to shop in which the work i~
taken.
General Methods ........................................................................ 30
Practice Methods ........................................................................ 30
Related Mathematics ............................................................... 20
Drawing .......................................................................................... 60
Science ................................................................................................ 60
Observation and Practice Teaching.............................. 60

220
Trade contract twenty weeks in at least two of the above trade s.
Not more than ten weeks in one trade can be taken during the summer vacation or after graduation. 960 hours.
TRADE COURSES.

Trade or vocational courses are offered for the benefit of two classes
of students: (1) Those who cannot afford the time or expense of
taking a longer course and who desire to apply their limited time directly to acquiring more skill in some one industry with a view t o following it as a trade; and (2) for the benefit of those who are engaged
in some industry but who feel the need of acquiring more· skill and
efficiency in the work in which they are at· present engaged.
LENGTH OF COURSES.
All trade courses except four are planned to extend through one
academic year. The courses in Printing, Cabinet Making, H ou e
Building and Tailoring are outlined for two years. It may be possible
however, for those who have had some practical experience in a t rad~
to complete the course in a shorter time. However, no certificate will
be granted until a full year has been devoted to the work. An appl -_
cant who has had some experience in a trade may be admitted to a~-
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vanced standing provided that satisfactory evidence is shown of his
ability to do the work. It is recommended that those who have had·
some experience in a trade enoeavor to enroll at the beginning of one
of the· regular terms of the College year.
Short courses in Mechanical Drawing, House Drawing, Plumbing,
and Auto Mechanics, tractor Repair and Operation will be organized
ui,on the application of five in each branch. These courses will be
m,:ire in the nature of extension work. The practicing carpenter may
wish to be able to read blue prints or lean plumbing; the blacksmith
may wish to know automobile electricity or automobile repairing. The
object of these courses will be to fill this need. T,hese courses are primarily for persons of mature age.
REQUIREMENTS FOR ENTRANCE
In order to enter a trade or vocational course, the applicant must be
at least sixteen years of age, and must have completed the seventh
grade, but in all cases admission is granted on the approval to the
Principal.
EXPENSES.
Trade or vocational students must pay the regular entrance fees, including maintenance, cost of uniform, etc. They will also be under the
same regulations as the students taking the regular courses. All
students are expected to do willingly, at all times, what appears to be
to the best interest of the College community. An opportunity is offered for the students taking a trade or vocational course to earn all or a
part of their College expenses. A laboratory fee is charged in Auto
Mechanics.
TRADE COURSE CERTIFICATES.
Upon the satisfactory completion of a trade or vocational course a
special Industrial Certificate of Proficiency will be awarded. As previously stated above, a certificate will not be issued unless the applicant has spent the full year in attendance and completed the required
course.
AUTO MECHANICS.
The purpose of this course is to enable the student to obtain a thorough training in the fundamental princpiles of Auto Mechanics and its
related )subjects so as to form a sound foundation upon which to build
future experience by the practical application of the knowledge thu s
gained.
TUITION FEE.
Each Sfudent is required to pay upon registration a special fee of
$10.00 ('.Pen dollars), to cover cost of materials used in his instruction
in addit· n to regular entrance fees. Students will also be required
to purchase individual tool kits and text books which will be kept on
hand at ti e College Exchange for their benefit. The cost of text books
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and tool will approximate $15.00. These become the permanent property of ttie student.
.
The regular course is scheduled to cover a period of nme (9)
months; this is divided into what i known as firs,t and second sem~, ters' work. Each semester covering one-half years _work. The entire
course is general in its nature in that it tends to give the student_an
equal amount of training in each division of the A~to Mechamcal
trade. The following are the general and related sub,1ects taught:
Autnmot.ive cience. __ The underlying principles governing the ?Peration of the Internal Combu toin Engine, the stud~ of the fun_c~ion
·of other units of automotive equipment, together with the a~xi~iary
electrical equipment is known as Automotive Science. The principle
and functions of each unit are covered in this subject. Two dou ble
periods weekly are devoted to this_ subject._
Text books : Wright's Automotive Repair, Vol. I and II.
Sh<Yp Mathematics. Mathematics is such a ba ic subject in all ~echanical trades that no student can hope to successfully compete with
other tranied men unless he possesses su .. icient knowledge of the
everyday mathematic used in hi work. In ord~r to prope_rl_y . tre ·,
this subject, one period daily is devoted to the review ot Addition, . ubtraction, Multiplication, Division, Common and Decimal Fractio n ,
Ratio and Proportion, Square Root, Percentage and Interest, together
with the study of Algebraic Symbol , some Practical Geometry and
many. hort methods of shop calculation pertaining to Auto Mechan ic __
(Hale Practical Shop Mathematics is used a text book.)
Automotive Drafting. Three double periods weekly will be devote
to freehand perspective and isometric sketching of automobile part .
Practice in the reading of various blue prints relative to automobil~
electrical systems, etc., will be given.
Eleme tary Automctive Physic_·. Two periods weekly wlil be giver
• to the study of phy ical principles often encountered in the fun ction
of the dofferent units of the automobile. The subject embrace labor torv work which attempts to prove by experimentations, some of he
statements made relative to mattter and energy. Matter, Fluid Pe sure Motion and Force, Heat and Energy, Sound, Light, Gasse;;. Electricity and some chemical actions are covered. (Milligen & Gale Pra tical Phy ic is used for reference book.)
Shop Practice. Sufficient equipment is available to enatle eacr
rt udent to receive ample practice in the di sembly, reassembl', and the
repair of all chassis units such as the Motor, clutch, trc,1smL ~ion
final drive, and teering assembly on pleasure cars, comrrurcial car,.
and tractors. Sixteen periods weekly are devoted to this bject dur
ing the first semester. (Text book: Wright's Automotive
air, Vol
I and II.
Autcmoth e Bl_a eksmithing . . It is _not infrequ~nt that the lto mec anic has a type of work to do m which he finds 1t necessary t app ly
a blacksmith. for aid. In Automotive Blacksmithing, the f' · dent
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quires sufficient knowledge of blacksmithing to enable him to handle
jobs of this type. One double period weekly will be devoted to this
subject which will include the care of the forge, making a fire, heating.
drawing, pointoing, bending, upsetting, tempering, and making simple
tools such as chisels, punches, valve lifters, etc.
Elementary Machine Shop Practice. The auto mechanic h culd have
sufficient knowledge of the machine shop practice related to his work
as well as the care of the tools used therein . One double period weekly is devoted to this subject during the first semester, which covers
bench work, vice work, chipping, filing, arbor press work, power hack
saw work, drilling, tapping, threading, grinding, etc.
Electrical Repairs. Enough electrical practice is given to enable the
student to apply the principles learned in Automotive Science to practical electrical repair work. Two hours daily will be devoted to this
work during the second semester which will give the student practice
in the repair of the various types of ignition systems, magnetoes, starting motors, generators, electrical control devices as well as sufficient
road work in trouble shooting incidental to same.
(Text book : Wright' Automotive Electrical Repair, Vol. III.)
Vulcanizing. Present day motor vehicles require the highest degree
of protection to their delicate mechanism from vibrations produced by
excessive road shock . The use of pneumatic tires is one of the greatest factors in pleasure, comfort, speed, in pleasure vehicles. and less
vibration, greater speed, and lovv gasoline consumption in commercial
vehicles.
But few drivers fully realize the value of properly caring for their
tire equipment. The component parts of the tire (rubber fabric) are
often called upon to do the work of steel. And under such severe
stre s, their lives are ·very short unless properly cared for. This ubject aims principally to enable the student to care for his tire equipment, and to make intelligent recommendations when he is not in a position to do the work himself. The subject covers tire con ~ervation,
prevention of injuries, diagosing tire and tube troubles, repairing of
puncture , blow-outs, plicing, etc., on tubes, all types of repairs on
fabric, cord, and giant truck pneumatic tires including fabric breaks,
rim cuts, all type of sectional repair and some retreading.
Two hours daily will be devoted to this subject during the econd
semester.
(Text books: Goodyear Tire Repair Manual & Wrights Manual for
Tire Service Men, Vol. IV.)
Oxy-Acetylene Welding. A k r. owledge of joining metails by the hot
flame of the oxy-acetylene tcrch is indispensable to a succe sful repairman. We re crve a scrap pile of parts of automobiles that are
liable to become broken and require welding. During some part of the
last semester, each r.tudent will be taught the fundamental principle
of Oxy-acetylene Welding, as v, el! as given sufficient practice in welding light cast, i1eavy cast, steel, brass, copper and aluminum, as to
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and tools will approximate $15.00. These become the permanent property of t]:le student.
The regul ar course is scheduled to cover a period of nine 9 )
months· this is divided into what is known as first and second eme ters' wo'rk. Each semester covering one-half year's work. The entire
course is general in its nature in that it tends to give the student_ a!l
equal amount of training in each division of the A_uto Mechanical
trade. The following are the general and related sub,1ects taught:
Autrmotive ciencc. __ The underlying principles governing the operation of the Internal Combu toin Engine, the study of the functio n
of other units of automotive equipment, together with the auxiliar~
electrical equipment is known a Automotive Science. The principle
and functions of each unit are covered in this subject. Two dou b lc
periods weekly are devoted to this subject.
Text book : Wright's Automotive Repair, Vol. I and II.
hep Mathematics. Mathematics i such a basic subject in ail m echanical trades that no student can hope to successfully compete with
other tranied men unless he posse ·ses su .. icient knowledge of the
everyday mathematic used in his work. In order to properly strc
this subject, one period daily is devoted to the review o~ Addition, _.·u btracticn, Multiplication, Division, Common and Decimal Fraction ,
Ratio and Proportion, Square Root, Percentage and Interest, togeth er
with the study of Algebraic Symbols, some Practical Geometry and
many short method. of hop calculation pertaining to Auto Mechanic .
(Hale Practical Shop Mathematics is u ed a text book.)
Automotive Drafting. Three double period weekly will be devote
to freehand P.erspective and isometric sketching of automobile part
Practice in the reading of various blue prints relative to automobil
electrical systems, etc., will be given.
Eleme tary Automctive Physic . Two period weekly wlil be giv
to the study of phy. ical principles often encountered in the functio
of the dofferent unit · of the automobile. The ubject embraces labor
tory work which attempts to prove by experimentations, some of
. tatements made relative to mattter and energy. Matter, Fluid P re sure, Motion and Force, Heat and Energy, Sound, Light, Gas.-c-:. E lectricity and some chemical actions are covered. (Milligen & Gale Pra _
tical Physics is used for reference book.)
hop Practice. Sufficient equipment is available to ena) le ea ch
rtudent to receive ample practice in the dissembly, reassembl,, and the
repair of all chassis units such as the Motor, clutch, tr::::,1smL· . ion
final drive., and , teering assembly on pleasure cars, comrrurcial car.,
and tractors. Sixteen periods weekly are devoted to this bject du ring the first. emester. (Text book: Wright's Automotive R air, Vol .
I and II.
Automothe Blaeksmithing. It is not infrequent that the !to mec hanic ha a type of work to do in which he finds it necessary t apply
a blacksmith. for aid. In Automotive Black mithing, the . ·dent·
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quires sufficient knowledge of blacksmithing to enable him to handle
jobs of this type. One double period weekly will be devoted to this
subject which will include the care of the forge, making a fire, heating.
drawing, pointoing, bending, upsetting, tempering, and making simple
tools such as chisel , punches, valve lifters, etc.
Elementary Machine Shop Practice. The auto mechanic hculd have
sufficient knowledge of the machine shop practice related to his work
as well as the care of the tools used therein. One double period weekly is devoted to this subject during the first semester, which covers
bench work, vice work, chipping, filing, arbor pres work, power hack
saw work, drilling, tapping, threading, grinding, etc.
Electrical Repair . Enough electrical practice is given to enable the
student to apply the principles learned in Automotive Science 1o practical electrical repair work. Two hours daily will be devoted to this
work during the second semester which will give the student practice
in the repair of the various types of ignition systems, magnetoes, starting motors, generators, electrical control devices as well as sufficient
road work in trouble hooting incidental to same.
(Text book: Wright's Automotive Electrical Repair, Vol. III.)
Vulcanizing. Pre ent day motor vehicles require the highest degree
of protection to their delicate mechanism from vibrations produced by
excessive road shocks. The use of pneumatic tires is one of the greatest factors in pleasure, comfort, speed, in plea ure vehicles. and less
vibration, greater speed, and low gasoline consumption in commercial
vehicles.
But few drivers fully realize the value of properly caring for their
tire equipment. The component parts of the tire (rubber fabric) are
often called upon to do the work of steel. And under such severe
stress, their lives are very short unless properly cared for. Thi" ubject aims principally to enable the student to care for his tire equipment, and to make intelligent recommendations when he is not in a poition to do the work himself. The subject covers tire con ~ervation,
prevention of injuriev, diagosing tire and tube troubles, repairing of
puncture , blow-outs, plicing, etc., on tubes, all types of repairs on
fabric, cord. and giant truck pneumatic tires including fabric breaks,
rim cut , all types of sectional repair and some retreading.
Two· hours daily will be devoted to this subject during the second
seme ter.
(Text books: Goodyear Tire Repair Manual & Wright Manual for
Tire Service Men . Vol. IV.)
Oxy-Acetylene Weldina. A ki:owledge of joining metails by the hot
flame of the oxy-acetylene tcrch is indi ·pensable to a ucce sful repairman. We re erve a scrap pile of parts of automobiles that are
liable to become broken and require welding. During some part of the
last semester, each r.tudent will be taught the fundamental principle
of Oxy-acetylene Welding, as v,el! as given sufficient practice in welding light cast, i1eavy ca~~. steel, bras , copper and aluminum, as to
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form the foundation of future specialization. Soldering will be included in this subject.
A student euccessfully completing the above course will be awa r ded
a certificate pronouncing him a General Automotive Rep:)..irman. He
will then be able to hold a position in a shop as general repairman or
helper, and those who are always on the alert to apply the principle
here gained, under the watchful eye of the master mechanic, ought
have little difficulty, after a time, in qualifying for a higher position.
Students· other than the specials may pursue the course as a n i
dustry, receiving credit for come, but they will be require~ to devote
the same number of hours, altogether through a longer penod, before
receiving full credit.
OBSERVATION TRIPS.
The student's success depends to a great extent upon his power of
observation. The student is given an opportunity to study actual conditions in a commercial shop. Two trips will be made to Hou ston,
(the largest industrial city in the near vicinity of Prairie View), for
the purpose of visiting kindred mechanical industries. We are endeav-0ring to make permanent arrangements to include the Ford Assembling Plant and Southern Motor Co., Houston.
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S1'0RAGE BATTERY WORK
MAINTENANCE AND REP AIR
The object of this course is to train expert Battery Repairmen and
Battery Service Station Operators. The student is taught the fundamental principles of Battery Repair and Battery Construction. The
course is outlined to cover a period of nine months.
Commercial methods of generating electric power.
Simple electrical circuits.
Slectrical conventions and wiring diagrams.
Chemical action and development of E. M. F.
Primary and secondary cells.
Function of storage cell parts.
Plates, acid, jars and c:ises.
Assembling plates.
Gas and electric lead burning,
Methods of sealing.
Charging and charging equipment.
Phenomena accompanying charging and discharging.
Testing: Cadmium, watt-hour, specific gravity.
Storing the completed battery.
The Modern Storage Battery Station.
Organization, equipment and purchasing of materials.
An!l.lysis of costs and setting retail price.
The battery manufacturer and the battery station.
Advertising and the newspaper.
Policy.
Text: The Automobile Storage Battery, its Care and Repair. Ambu
Electrical Co., Chicago, Ill.
BRICKMASONRY
The purpose of this course is to train bricklayers and foremen. The
course is outlined to cover a period of 3 years. (All day school).
I. Academic Subjects.
The following Academic Subjects are required: English, General
Mathematics, General Science, Phy cc:ics, Chemistry, American History
Industrial History, Business Law and Business Procedure.
'
II. Trade Theoretical Subjects.
T he term, Trade Theoretical Subjects, includes trade theory as developed in lectures and discussions in Trade Science Shoo Mathematics, Shop Hygiene, Drafting, Blueprint Reading Mate~·ials and
estimating.
'
III. Trade Practice.
About one-half of the entire time allotted to the course is given' to
actual Trade Practice. The student becomes thoroughly familiar
with the tools and equipment used and is given trade experience under
actual construction conditions. The Mechanical Department has
charge of all building and repair work for the College thus affording
ample practice.
'
1
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GENERAL BLACKSMITHING
One Year

PLUMBING
One Year

The aim of this course is to impart to the student the knowledge of
the principles of general blacksmithing, and to give a thorough training in the practice of same.
Blacksmithing Practice. This course will include the follo wing:
Care of shop, making of fires, selection of tools, forging, heating,
drawi·ng out, forming, bending, twisting, upsetting, welding chain
making. Steel: drawing, forming, refining, tempering, spring an d tool
making.
Horseshoeing and Wheelwrighting. The work of this course w ill be
extremely practical, a s. all general blacksmithing for the College i ·
done in this department.
Shop Machinery and Management. This course will include ~-ud.,of the various t ypes of machines used in blacksmith shops, togethe·r
with the proper method of carrying on work in shops.
Drawing. This course includes the use of in strume;1ts, lettering,
orthographic projection and elementary drawing and working drawings of wagon s and buggies.
Shop Mathematics. Review of fundamental operations of arithmetic, common and decimal fr~ction s, powers and roots, percen tage,
measures, and weights, fundamental concepts of geometry.
Science. This course includes the elements of mechanics, of metal
and veterinary science a s applied to anatomy of a horse's foot.
English. This course includes grammar, composition and rhetori c
a s giver, to students in the first year of the Academic department. The
aim is to have the wprkman prepare to express him elf clearly.
Bookkeeping. The bookkeeping as taught here will apply especially
to the needs of accounting in the blacbmith shop, and will al so include cost finding and purchasing.
CARPENTRY
The course in Carpentry will be divided in two sections:
Making and House Building.
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CABINET MAKING
Two Years
Drawing. The student will be given orthographic and exonometric
projection, blue printing and elementary furniture design.
Practice. In practice will be given bench work, wood trimmin g, mill
work and cabinet and furniture making.
Fini hing. Surfacing, staining, and varnishing.
HOUSE BUILDING
Two Years
Drawing. Sketching orthographic projection and the drawing of a
complete set of plans for a two-story frame building.
Practice. Foundation, framing_. putting on iding, sheeting, . h ingling, setting window frames, interior finish, stair building.

The object of this course is to prepare young men a plumbers and
steamfitters.
Plumbing. Names and care of tools, cutting and threading pipe,
tapping water mains, running sewer pipe, running soil, calking wiping
joints, soldering, rouching in bathroom and toilet fixtures,' setting
bathroom and toilet fixtures, connecting boilers, engines and pumps to
water and steam lines, repair work of all kind s, steam heat and hot
water connections, study of plumbing laws and city ordinances.
Drawing. This course includes the u. e of instruments, le ttering
and sketching, orthographic projection, floor plans and sections of
buildings with the putting in of complete plumbing layouts.
Shop Mathematics. Review of the fundamental operation of a rithmetic, common and decimal fractions, powers and roots, percentage,
measures and weight , fundamental concepts of geometry, estimating
costs.
Science. Elementary principles of physics and sanitation.
English. This course includes grammar, composition and rhetoric
as given to students in the first year of the Academic depart ment. The
aim is to have the workman prepare to express himself clearly .
PRINTING
Two Years

The purpose of this course is to prepare the students wh o not only
will be competent printers, but will also be able to take complete
charge of a small shop. This course is designed to run two year:, .
E•nglish. Grammar, compcsition, rhetoric, spelling, punctuation
capitalization, paragraphing, proof readin g are relate d to the print
shop.
Shop ~ygiene. Health, sanitation, and safety as applied to groups
as well as to individuals.
f1rop l\'1:ithematics. C,1lculntion of materials, weights and size.
Printing. Exercise · in composition involving all the onera tions
used i_n setting b~ok pages and in publishing the school pape1:.
Design. EffechYe arrangement of type and matter as to color harmonizillg, balance, proportion and emohasis.
'
History of Printing. A general hi;tory course of the printing art
fror.1 its begin ning to date.
Scierce. '!'he chemistry of printi~g ~s. it relates to the industry,
law of physics and elementary apphcabon of mechanism used about
the shop.
Accounting. Bookkeeping, co t finding and estimating.
COURSE I

MACHINE SHOP PRACTICE
One Year

. Machine Shop Prac~ic~. Thir~y-six weeks. This course aims to provide the thorough tramrng required of a competent all-round machin-
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i t. The instruction con~.ists of shop work and lectures. Students
work from drawings and blue prints throughout. Construction and
use of common tools, laying out, chipping, filing, tapping, and threading with dies, etc. Use of measuring instruments. Drill pre s work,
simple forging. Lathe, shapes and milling machine work; levelin g
and aligning shafting, babbiting bearings. Gringing tools. Forging
and hardening various kinds of chisels and punches.
Shop Mathematics. The instruction in all ca es is by concrete e xamples and problems relating to the trade. Arithmetic, fraction , decimal , discount, elementary geometry; chiefly the measurements of an gles, chords and arcs, areas of triangles, rectangles, circles, and cubic
contents of tanks, bins, cylinders, cones and other bodies. Engli h
and metric system of weights and measures: Formulae. Simple fund a mental processes applied to solution of shop problems.
Science. This course consists of problems involving the laws of the
lever, wheel and axle, inclined plane, screw, wedge, etc., expansion an d
contraction of solids, liquids and gases, water pressure; horse power
of pumps and engines. Physical properties of machinery material::
Metals, their source, weight, strength, color, hardness, malleabili ty,
ductility and use, chief alloys, brass, bronze, babbitt, etc., and us es.
Cast iron, wrought iron and steel manufacture, use and strength.
Special steels in automobile and tool construction, expansion a nd
shrinkage in metals and castings compositions and properties of
mouldings and slage.
Mechanical Drawing. In drafting, the aim is to give the student
familiarity with working drawings so that he may read a drawing intellig~ntly and wor~ fro_m it _and make when necessary his own working
drawmgs. Attention is given to rough freehand dimensions a nd
sketching. General use and care of drawing instruments. Freehand
letterin~, proper _Placing_ of views, d~mensions and titles. Drafting
conventions, pencil drawmgs of machme parts, practical drill in p rojections and revaluations of solids. Conventions in pipe sizes. Drawing from sketches and data. Making detail from layout or assembly
drawings.
English. The chief aim of this course is to train the student +
think clearly about his work and to be able to express him elf in the
f imple language. This is given as a part of the regular Academic
cour e.
SHOEMAKING
One Year

rac-

The object of this course is to prepare the student to become a P
tical shoemaker in order that he may be able to take care of the
of work found in the average town or in the city.
c a.
Shoemaking Practice. This course includes sole nailing the u
tool . leathering of old shoes, fitting half soles for nail _;.ork,
o
1
soles for ewed work, the proper method of applying the nailed ,
to the welt bottom and to a McKay bottom, stitching on half sol · 1
welt anct turn sole bottoms, finishing bottoms and edges by hanJ · ai

fitr
?
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machinery, putting on patches by hand stitch and machine stitch cei~enting, revamping old shoes, building up last when not large en~ugh
;,or measurement, cutting soles and channels by hand method and
machine method, lasting the uppers over a wood last after the counter
and toe bo·x have been fitted and pasted in_. sewing welt on welt-bottom
shoes, putting on shanks on bottom filler, pm;ting on bottom soles making new shoes and boots complete.
'
Drawing._ This course includes the use of instruments, lettering
and sketchmg, orthographic projection, and development of intersections.
Grade and1 Pattern Making. This course is a continuationi of drawing and its pra_ctical application in the use in shoemaking, and will include the makmg of patterns from measurements and fitting.
Shop Mathematics. Review of fundamental operations of arithmetic, common decimal fractions, powers and roots, percentage, measures and weights, fundamental concepts of geometry.
Leather Manufacture and Uses. This course will not only include
the manufacture of the different kinds of leather, but will also give the
student a thorough knowledge of the kinds and uses of the different
leathers.
Bookkeeping. The proper shoe shop accounting is taught in this
course. Estimating, cos: finding and purchase are al o given in order
that the student may be able to conduct his trade on sound business
principles.
English. Grammar, composition, and rhetorid as given to students
in the first year of academic work will be given to these students in
order that they may be able to express themselves clearly.

STATIONARY ENGINEERING
One Year
The object of this course is to prepare the student to operate and to
make ordinary repairs necessary around in the steam plant of a small
town, and act as assistant engineer in plants of larger cities.
Boiler Room. Practice in firing both the return bubular boiler and
the water tube boiler, together with the operation and maintenance of
boiler feed water pumps and feed water heaters.
Engine Room. Practice in engine and dynamo attendance and maint~nance on various ty~es of _machinery, including the Corliss engine,
high speed cut-off engmes, air compressors and turbines.
Ice Plant. Practice in operation and the maintenance of ice making
and refrigerating machinery.
Fo~ging. Pra~tice in heating_. drawing out, bending, upsetting,
weldmg, tempermg and hardening of iron and steel, and making of
small tools.
Machine Shop Practice. Practice in shaping filing babbitting soldering, drilling and turning.
'
'
'
~ipe Fitt~ng. Practice in cutting and threading pipe, connec ting
boilers, engmes and pumps to water and steam lines.
Drawing. This course includes the use of instruments, sketching,
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orthographic projection, and pipe drawing.
.
Steam Power. This course includes the study of the various types
of boilers steam engine·, and auxiliaries.
Essenti~Is of Electricity. In this course fundamental principles
underlying alternate and direct current, and a few industrial applications will be given.
Shop Mathematics. Review of fundamental operations of arithmetic, common and decimal fractions, powers and roots, percentage,
measures and weights, fundamental concepts of geometry.
English. Grammar, composition and rhetoric as give~ s~udents in
the regular academic course. It is the plan to develop w1thm the student the proper method of expression.
LAUNDRY AND DRY CLEANING
One Year
The object of this course is to fit the student for work in either the
hand or steam laundries in our larger cities and also to prepare him
to take complete charge of this class of work in the small town s
throughout the State.
Laundry and Dry Cleaning. Practice work will be given in all
phases of laundering and dry cleaning, and will include work with
eylinder wa:,hers, extractors, shirt starching, starch cookers, flat work
ironer~, collar and shirt ironers, pressing machines, collar shapers,
and other machinery found in first class laundries. Since all of the
work of the College and the students. is done in our College laundry,
this work will be extremely practical.
Hat Making. This course will include pressing, sizing, pouncing,
blocking, finishing and rebuilding.
Science. This course will include the study of the effect of soft an d
hard water; the different cleaning preparations and uses of each; the
study of and experiments with common bluing and dyeing.
Shop Mathematics. This course includes the review of fundament al
operations of' arithmetic, common and decimal fractions, powers a nd
roots, percentage, measures and weights,. and fundamental concepts of
geometry. Some work will be given on principles underlying laundry
machinery.
Bookkeeping. Laundry accounting office records will be given in
tJii s cour e as it applies to either , team laundry or hand laundry.
English. Grammar, composition and rhetoric as given students in
regul::>.r academic work will be given to these students in order to develop the proper method of expression.
Textiles. __ The manufacture of cotton, linen, silk, and woolen g arments will be given in order that the structure will be understood a nd
that the proper method of laundering will be taken in each case.
TAILORING
Two Years

The object of this course is to prepare the student to become a practical tailor and garment repairer. Students completing this cou
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will be enabled to enter the tailoring trade and to do creditable work.
Tailoring Practice. Practice in hand needle work, ba1,ting and making different kinds of stitches; measurements; practice in :tiaking vests
and trousers; Prince Alberts, cut-aways, and double-breasted <.,oats.
Drafting. The drafting includes uses of instruments; lettering and
sketching, orthographic projection, and development.
Cutting and Fitting. Consists of drafting and cutting of trousers,
eoats and vests.
Textiles. A study of various materials ,such as serge_. worsteds,
both as to their manufacture and use, and the proper method for
working up into garments.
Tailoring Machinery. A close study of the various types of machines
used in tailoring.
Busheling. A study of repairing, cleaning and pressing of men and
women's clothing in general.
Bookkeeping. Accounting as applicable to tailor shop practice will
be given so that the student will be able to keep accounts properly.
English. Grammar, composition and rhetoric as given students in
the regular College course. The aim is to have the workmen prepare to
express himself clearly.
NURSE TRAINING COURSE
J.M. Franklin, M.D., Marie A. Slack, R.N., M. Princess Alexander, R.N.
The purpose of this department is to give young women training for
a profession that is honorable, independent and helpful, both to themselves and to others. The profession presents an unusually wide
sphere of action. The present demand for trained nurses is far in
excess of the supply. To meet this urgent need this department was
established. Nurses graduating from this department are eligible to
take the examination of the State Board for Registered Nurses.
Requirements for Admission
Candidates for admission must have an education equivalent at least
to the tenth grade in a sfandard high school. Preference will be give
to an applicant of superior education, if she i~ satisfactory otherwise.
She must have good health and give evidence of good moral character.
A candidate must send with her application a certificate of health
from her physician, and a testimonial of her character from a minister
or some responsible person. The most acceptable age is from twenty
to thirty years; other applicants may be admitted if deemed advisable.
Special application blanks are furnished by the school. Upon request
made to the Superintendent of Nurses, a pamphlet containing rules
and regulations will be furnished. Students may be admitted at any
time of the year, but preferably at the beginning of each semester.
Terms of Acceptance
An applic:rnt entering the school is on probation for three months at
which time the Superintendent of Nurses decides as to her apparent
fitne~s for the work, and the advisability of retaining or dismissing
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her. The probation cime is included in the time necessary to finish the
course. If accepted, the nurse must agree to obey implicitly the rule
of the Hospital and Training school. The Superintendent of the h o pital h ~s cor.trol of everything pertaining to the discipline and dutie ·
of the nursei:1. A pupil whose deportment has been satisfactory and
who has done good and faithful practical work and passed the required examinations will be given a diploma of the school at the completion of the regular three years course.

Expenses
There is no fee for tuition, but on arrival each pupil must pay at
the office of the Treasurer of the institution the amount of $20.00.
This amount does not cover the cost of 1text books required. After the
probation period has been passed, uniforms are furnished. These consist of dresses, coll~.rs, aprons, and cuffs. The uniform of the probation period must be brought by the pupil on entrance. Each candidate
must bring a sufficient number of sheets, pillow cases, blankets and
white spreads for the necessary changes. She must also bring the
following articles: four hand towels, laundry bag, scissors, two bath
towels, pocket tape measure, thimble, umbrella, raincoat and overshoes. Sensible common sense black shoes with rubber heels mu st be
worn when on duty. Each pupil must provide herself with a common,
cheap watch which has a seconds hand.
A vacation will be allowed each nur e during the summer, the le ngth
of which time will be fixed by the Superintendent of Nurses. E xaminations are held at the end of each semester and requirements for
promotion and passing are the same as those which obtain in an
other part of the institution. Our new hospital, equipped with all
modern facilities is amply able to care for the patients who apply for
admission to a general hospital.
Description o{ Courses
Anatomy and Physiology 101, 102. Seventy-two hours are given to
these subjects. The aim is to give a working knowledge of the m echanism of the human body and the functioning of its organs.
Text: .Bundy.
Chemistry and Toxicology 101. This course is given for on~ e me~ter. The aim is to acquaint the pupil nurse with the drugs use d for
medicines, their chemical actions in the body, their toxic effects an
the remedies therefor.
Text: Asher.
Hygiene 101. Stress is laid upon personal hygiene as rega;:ds e ver
individual. The field of the nurse is here empha ized as rendering
the work of the physician more effective in the community and state
Dietetics 10). The work of this course consists of the follow i~g1. Review of th~ physi?l?gy of digestion. 2._ Classes of foods an d th;
part they play m nutrition. 3. Infant feedmg. 4. Feeding the . ick
5. Rectal alimentation. 6. Feeding in operative cases. 7. Diete • ·
treatment in various diseases. 8. Diet lists.
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Text: Frienwald and Rurah.
Nursing Procedure 102. Technique of all treatments given tc patients. It is the technique which distinguishes the trained from the untrained nurse. Such methods as are used in standard courses are
given here. Text: Jamme's Nursing Procedures.
Ethics 102. The basis of instruction is the Florence ightingale
pledge, the teachings of the Bible as to the moral virtues, altruism in
the accepted forms, and frugality,
Mia teria Medica 201. Classification of drugs, their action, and administration is the work first given. Just enough of this is given to
render the nurse an assistant to the physician in noting the effects of
medicines, and in detecting when the drug has reached the theropeutic
limit.
Bacteriology 201. A general study of the morphology, physiology
and classification of bacteria; the production of enzymes, toxins and
vaccines, sterilization, purificati'on of water and so forth. Text :
Boulclan ~nd Grund.
Medical Nursing 201. Fevers, the acute and infections fevers, their
cau ses, 8igns, and symptoms, course, prognosis, care and management
are given attentio,n in this course. The text used is Paul.
Surgical Nursing 201. The work in this course takes up in detail
antiseptics, disinfectants, deo dorants: dressings: operations, instruments, anesthesia. Text: Stoney.
Obstetrics 201. In this subject th~ structure and functions of the
female organs of reproduction, care during pregnaney, duties of the
nurse during labor, care during the puerperal period are thoroughly
taught. Each pupil must care for at least three labor cases before
graduation. Text: Davis or DeLee.
Urinalysis 202. Examinations of specimens are made of a!l patients
who enter the hospital for treatment. Laboratory work is done by the
patients and findings recorded with a view 1to the proper diagnosis as to
the findings.
Hydrotherapy 202. The uses of water as a remedy for the alleviation
of ymptoms and in the treatment of diseases are given in the forms of
baths, packs, enemata, douches in all cases where water is an agent.
Medical Nursing 202. Continuation of 201. Text: Paul.
Surgical Nursing 202. Continuation of 201. Text: Stoney.
Diseases of Children 301. A survey of the diseases of children as
distinguished from diseases in adult is taken up as to onset progress,
prognosis, care and treatment. The diseases of the various systems
and organs of special seneation, and nutritional diseases receive due
emphasis.
Gynecology 301. The points emphasized are the location of the
organs of generation, their function, diseases, positions for examinations, proper draping of patients, and palliative treatment.
Obstetrics 301. Continuation of 201.
Massage 301. The anatomy and physiology of the muscular nervous
and circulatory sy terns are given a thorough review as a basis for the

/
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manipulations which are to affect them in their functioning in tht!
restoring of them to their normal conditions. Circulation, eliminatio n
and nutrition are improved, and the causes of these changes are
stressed. Text: Bohm and Painter.
Diseases of Children 302. Continuation of 301.
Gynecology 302. Continuation of 301.
Public Health Nursing 302. In this subject an effort is made to a c quaint the pupil nurse with those phases of hygiene which will qualify
her for the position of school nurse, work in factory districts, dispen .· ary work, work of milk stations, and nurse for insurance companies .
Text: Price.
Nervous Diseases 302. This is a phase of medical nursing and i .·
treated in a comprehensive way as it relates to the cure of ordinary
troubles arising in children and adul•~s.
Reviews are given in the summer and in 301 and 302 as a final prepa ration for the completion of the work of the course.
GENERAL INFORMATION
Situation and Surroundings

I

I
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Work Students

There are always a large number of jobs in the various departments
whereby the student may help himself in school but no assignments are
made or applications considered ull'til the student reaches the campus.
Such jobs are available at the opcnir.g of the session and while it is
desired that those on hand first and those in greatest need receive first
co;ideration, preference is shown to qualifications, skill, de~terity
an preparation for the work sought. All students who desire to
ob in work must be prepared to pay the full fee on entrance.

Y. W.C.A.
The purpose of the Y. W. C. A. shall be to unite the women of the
institution in loyalty to Jesus Christ. It shall thus associate them
with students of the world for the advancement of the Kingdom of God.
A rest room has been fitted up in the handsome Household Arts
building and a piano, Victrola, seats and other necessary equipment
have been purchased from the profit of the girls' canteen which is
operated by the members under the direction of the director-teacher.
Bible training classes are conducted under the auspices of the association for the training of teachers for Sunday School work.
Every afternoon the Y. W. C. A. reading room is open for all girls,
there being daily papers and magazines of the best type for their information in matters current.
The Blue Triangle is a popular sign and serves a great purpose in
the lives of the girls in binding them in a bond of Christian sympathy.

The Prairie View State Normal and Industrial College is located i n
Southeast Texas, in Waller county, six m'iles east of Hempstead. Th e
situation is commanding and beautiful.
The buildings face a broad prairie on the south, which runs f o r
miles to the southeast. To the west and north lie extensive tracts o f
timber. Five miles southeast is the growing little town of Waller.
The Houston & Texas Central Railway runs in front of' the school, a
mile dis-tant, making the College easy of access by rail from all pa rt
of the State.
A constant gulf breeze, which often becomes a strong wind, insure
a pure and healthful atmosphere, and the general health of the pup il,
has been good.
How to Reach Prairie View
Several days before leaving home students should inform their ne arest railroa~ ti~ket agent that Prairie View Station is in Waller county,
on the mam lme of the Houston & Texas Central Railway, and find
out from him the best route to reach it. Find out also on what d ay
and on what train you will arrive and notify the Principal of the school
of your coming.
New students should, in all case where possible, file applicat ion
blank properly filled or diploma or State certificate with THE REG I _
TRAR before coming to the College in order to obtain their statu : a nd
ascertain whether or not they will be admitted.

The general library and reading room occupies a space on the first
floor of Academic Hall. It contains about 2,500 volumes of reference
books, history, biology, poetry, and general literature. Most of these
books are selected with special reference to the tastes of students and
young people-and are classified according to the latest methods. They
are all catalogued on cards, and drawn by all pupils without cost. A
set of new Encyclopedia Britanica has been purchased, and more than
$200 worth of books treating on important phases of education added
to the collection of library books. It is the express purpose of the
authorities to build up an extensive library here by constantly adding
new books each year.
The reading !'OOm receive regularly some of the leading newspapers
and periodicals, and is open seven hours on each week day, two hours
on Sunday and three hours on holidays. A reading room for girls
with equal. accommodations is located in their brick dormitory.

Warning
Students coming to Prairie View on trains are wuned against giv in
up baggage checks to persons on the train purporting to be repre!".en ta~
tive~ of the school. Checks should be held until arrival on •the ca1np
when they can be placed in the hands of responsible person .
u

The Yo~
lung Men's Christian Associa~io? is_a v~ry vital ~actor in the
life of U e young men who attend this mstitution. Durmg the past
year a la ge room was equipped with a piano, Victrola, tables for
games where the young men could have a place for harmless recre-

Library and Reading Room

The Y. M. C. A.
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ation. A reading room of current literature, where one can find mo
of the best magazines and periodicals publi hed, is conducted b • the
Y. M. C. A. Devotional meetings are held each week. Frequent! y lectures are given to the young men by experts in their line.
New students may write the secretary stating the·time of their arrival so that arrangements can be made for members of the ne,
student committee to meet them.

Religious Influences
While no particular denomination influence is exerted here at Pn
View the authorities of the institution are thoroughly committe
the benefits of religious training, a chaplain is regularly electe<} ' om
the Faculty who has charge of religious activities of the College o
munity. Sunday School is held, each Sunday morning from 9 , . ... to
10 :30 a. m. and at 11 a. m. a sermon by the Chaplain or a religiou
lecture by a member of the Faculty or invited clergyman is given in the
College auditorium, attendance upon which is required of all stu dent •.
In the regular 1:e~sion vesper service is held at 6 :30.
These are required ervices.
Among the voluntary organizations maintained in full effectivene -.
are a B!ble tr~i~ing class, _Y~ung Men:s Christian Association, Young
Women s Christian Association, readmg clubs and choral societie ..
There is no doubt that here at Prairie View, where no particular sectarian tenets are advocated, is the finest opportunity for voluntary and
therefore effective Chri tian activity. Among the recent acts of Chri _
tian service were gifts of $100.00 each to Wiley and Bishop Coll ege
during their sufferings from the loss of buildings by fire, $105.00 for
s ufferers at Corpus Christi when that city was inundated by flood , al
several hundred dollars given for religious work among the sold ier. _
Literary Societies
The students are encouraged to form societies for literary progran
and discussions. We believe that such practice gives power in deba e
and in forensic art.
Athletics
The u ual form of athletic sports are carried on. The general oversi~ht of ath_letic ac~ivities is placed in the hands of the Athletic Comr., ,ttee. This body 1s composed of Faculty representatives and u ndergraduate students. We have one of the largest and most beautif
athletic fields in the country, various games, such as baseball, foo tba~
basketball, volley ball, lawn tennis and numbers of other game .
played upon this field.
· ar~
Athletic Field
On the Black hear Athletic Field has been erected a g:and stan
that will accommodate 900 per ons. For years the fans have b
f~r.ced to stand to view the game during the eason but wi •h th· e
d~t~on :::dequate seating cap~city is afforded the tudcnt bod;·
v1S1tors.
a
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West of the Principal's residence a girls' athletic field has been arranged where the girls play tennis, croquet, basketball and kindred
games.
The boys' tennis court is just in front of the entrance to the campus
and is used by those who are interested in this game.

The School Farm
The school farm contains 1435 acres. A sandy loam is the prevailing type of soil. About 400 acres are under cultivation in field crops,
orchard and garden crops; the immediate campus and residences occupy about 75 acres. Tl:e remainder is devoted to pa ture and meadows, with small wood lots here and there.
BUILDINGS AND GRO,UNDS
Dining Hall and Chapel
This building is a three-story brick building, containing below, a
large, spacious dining hall, and above a most modern auditorium,
where all chapel and prayer services are held. All stu-:lents· and unmarried teachers are required to take their meals at this builtling in
the dining hall. The aim of the State is to furnish a palatable, healthful diet at actual cost of material and service.
Agricultural Building
This is a three-story fireprcof brick building erected at a cost of
$60,000. It gives ample room for all agricultural class and laboratory
activities, including stock judging and veterinary practices. The
necessary equipment for successful class and laboratory work is
gradually being installed. This building is electrically lighted and
steam heated, with water and sewer connections.
Agricultural Library
The Agricultural Library is on the third floor of the Agricultural
building. The purpose of ·this library is to have books, reports, bulletins, journals, etc., of a special nature readily available for all agricultural students and instructors. It now contains over 500 volumes
of the most choice books on technical agriculture, rural education and
sociology; together with a large, collection of bulletins of a special
nature properly catalogued for ready reference. Books, bulletins, and
journals of an agricultural nature are being constantly added. Gifts
along this line are very highly appreciated.
Young Women's Dormitories
There are six girls' dormitories. Three of them are three-story
brick buildings, one a thirty-six-room building and one a thirty-nineroom building; the third, a fireproof building, containing fifty-four
rooms.
The othe! three are frame buildings of two stories, each containing
a total of sixty-two bedrooms. All these buildings are lighted by electricity, heated by steam, and have water and bathroom connections.
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Academic Hall
This is a very stately building of three stories, containing, above,
class rooms, the Principal's office, below, local Treasurer's office, book
store, and reading room, office of ihe Dean of the College, Registrar's
office, office of Dean of Men, Library and the postoffice. There are
two wings on the building, containing two class rooms and two committee rooms, used solely by the Board of Directors whenever the
business of the school requires their presence at the institution.
Young Men's Dormitories
There are four young men's dormitories. Two are three-story brick
buildings and two are frame buildings of two stories each. Together
they contain 102 rooms. These buildings are furnished with electric
lights, shower baths, and water connections. The problem of housing,
which has long been a matter of serious concern at this institution, b
about to be solved in view of the fact that new buildings are bein g
erected from year to year to relieve the congested conditions.
The Laundry
The laundry is a two-. tory fireproof brick building that is mo:·t
artistically built and equipped with the most modern laundry equip ment. This is perfectly ventilated and the most healthful conditio n.·
under which student can possibly work are guaranteed. From the
standpoint of beauty, equipment, sanitation and safety, this building
is econd to none among Negro schools of the country.
The Power Plant
A commodious one-story b:·ick building with concrete floor and roof
approximately 105 feet long and 80 feet deep, houses the power plan t:
which consists of a battery of four boiler aggregating 500 horse
power. The electrical equipment consists of four units, a 50 k. w. 3 phase GO-cycle alternator belted to a Corliss engine, one 72 k. w. generator dil·ectly connected with an Erie Ball engine; one 83 k. w. alter nator directly connected to an American Ball engine, and a 94 k. v a.
machine directly co'.rnected to a Westinghouse turbine. There are ah: o
two 40 horse power engines directly connected to two single stage a ir
~umps which work alternately and furnish compre, sed air for pump mg all the water necessary from two deep wells. This water, after
i-ettling, i pumped into a 30,000-gallon elevated steel tank. Powerful
double-action steam pumps are always under steam ready to for ce
water in any quantities for fire wppression.
The Home Economics Building
. This _is a th~·ee-sto1? fireproof structure devoted largely to gir l.,
md~. tries. It 1s furnished throughout with all modern convenience.
eq~1?ed so a to enable those in the department to turn out more
eff1c1ent work. The fir t floor contains two class rooms, Mu ic Stud
' otr·ice, N uri-es' Theory room, and Y. \V. C. A. parlor. o
i o.
S uperv1.. ors
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the second floor is located two sewing laboratories, fitting and drafting
room and millinery parlor. The third floor contains two cooking laboratories and theory room, Model Bed Room and Dining Room and Office.
During the present year a Practice Cottage was fitted up and equiped
for the benefit of the girls of the Senior College class who are required
to spend from six to eight weeks in the home. The home consisted of
two bed rooms, dining room, living room, hall, kitchen, back porch and
bath and is located on the first floor, South wing, of old Frame Dormitory.
The Cannery
The Canning Plant is the largest structure erected on the grounds
and is located just North of the Agricultural Building. Two rooms
are provided for the canning and packing and the structure i in keeping with the most modern styles.

The Hospital
Erected at an approximate cost of $18,000 the Hospital stands the
most imposing building on the campus. It is complete in its equipment c?ntaining in all fifty beds, male and female wards, dental parlor,
o?eratrng room, sterilizing room, maternity ward, Nurses' quarters,
dispensary and office. Aside from giving attention to the student body
and members of the immediate community a large number of transient
patients are looked after.
Cottages and Apartments
There ,are about thirty-six cottages, including the Principal's residence, and four apartments houses that are occupied by the teacher,
and employees. All are furnished with electric lights, baths, and
sewerage.
THE SUMMER SCHOOL
A regular bulletin describes the work of the Summer School and
only the following need be said now concerning it:
Scop~ of Work
1. All the work of the regular college course including the indu tries of the College is taught in the summer session.
2. Special courses, such as typewriting, stenography, business
course, languages, higher mathematics, vocal and instrumental music
etc., are taught by competent instructors to those who desire to mak~
a specialty of the subjects, or any of them.

Credit fer Work Done
1. Four summer sessions are required as credit for one full year's
work.
2. An entire summer attendance will be credited as one-fourth of
a school year. Students who attended less than the entire summer session will be given credit for the actual time attended. Shortage in
attendance must be made up by actual attendance and not bv examination.
·
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3. The actual time attended and satisfactory work done will be
credited the same for the attainment of a certificate or diploma during
the summer sessions as during the regular session.
4. The minimum resident attendance for a diploma is thirty-two
weeks of work in the Senior year; and a student may graduate an tl
receive a college diploma or certificate by attending the summer ses sion alone. The minimum resident attendance for a certificate is two
quarters.
5. Students who do not take any regular course but make a specialty of some particular branch or branches may be granted a statemen t
of proficiency in the work satisfactorily accomplished.
Course of study same as regular session.
THE ALUMNI
The old list of the alumni had become so misleading on account o f
changes which had taken place that it was felt to be an injustice to
them to have it published without change. The catalogue, however,
could not be held back until a perfected list could be obtained, for
this would entail an enormous amount of correspondence which would
consume time which could not be taken. It is hoped that we shall so on
have a list which will give correct information concerning the large
host of alumni who so valiantly carry the banner of Prairie View.
The Prairie View Alumni have become a great body of teacher.:
throughout Texas and adjacent States, numbering several thousan d.
Obviously a record of them could not be published each year in the
small compass of an annual catalogue. However, the interest of their
Alma Mater is in no measure lessened on account of numbers but o
the other hand is much increased. A committee has been appointed
who will correspond with the various graduates, securing their a d dresses, class of occupation and year of graduation. This will be compiled in a bulletin and sent to each member. Eighteen hundred letter.·
have already been sent out to which 1400 replies have been receive d.
Carefully the work is being done and at no distant date the Alumni
bulletin will make its appearance.
All alumni who may see this notice and have not sent in their name_
and addresses, please do so at once, and also send the names of a ny
other graduates whose work you know of with the addresses of t h~e
same.
AddresE, The Registrar, Prairie View, Texas.
CONCLUSION
In preparing this catalogue, an attempt has been made to give information necessary to those who think of attending school here. Th e
course of study, entrance requirements, text books, cost of board, a nd
other matters of equal importance, are fully stated. However, if after
carefully reading its contents the reader should desire further information concerning the school, a letter of inquiry addressed to t he
Principal will receive prompt ~ttention.
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ENROLLMENT BY CLASSES-REGULAR SESSION, 1922-1923
Senior College

!~~~f•
~af de, tgr ..................................... ••····················-····································Trawi~k
B
e, e a, E u......................................................................................................... Ennis
rown, Mary Ellen, Home Eco ................................................................ F'ort Worth
Bryant, Jimmie, Home Eco ................................................................... Prairie View
Carroll, 0rlcnder C., Agri... ...................................................................Prairie View
Col~man, Dennis, Edu .............................................................. -.................. Fort Worth
Elhson, Mrs. E. C., Edu ............................................................................ Prairie View
Franklin, Curtis, Edu.-Sci ............................................................................ Commerce
iai;1n:, Effie, Home Eco .................................................................................. Houston
a ' . G., Edu .......................................................................................................... Dallas
Harris, John Wesley, Edu ...........••·····················································-···········Pineland
Johnson, Bunyan, Edu ........................................••······································-············Mexia
Montgomery, Ruby, Edu.·-·················-······-· ..··········································-·······Houston
P~ttaway, Robert, Edu ........................................................................................... 0range
Pickard, Imogene, Home Eco ................................-.......................................... Austin
Prater, Alverdie, Edu ..................................................................................... Beaumont
S~nders, Prof. G. 0., Edu ......................................................................... Prairie View
Simmons, Calloway W., Agr ............................................................................Wiergate

g~~1§i?:i{\t \~}\~\~I :;._~~~s;~:i~i~
Junior College
Abernethy, Mrs. Grace, Edu ................... ••···········-···················-············Prairie View

!~.~~~:

c:e::~y Ei.~·ia~:·.::::·.·.:::·.::·.·.·.:·.·.·.:::::·.::::::::::::::::::·.::::~.·.·.::.....................·......: .·.G~~v:a~:~

Bell, Thelma, Home Eco .................................................................................. Palestine

i;g~;}Lt~::~i:f~=_-:)~::~:::;=:~;_=_= ::~- :: ::itf.;
Chamberlain, Alice, Edu ....·-···················--·························································Houston
Clayborn, Laurine, Edu ..... ·-······-·····-····································································Pollok
Collier, Madie, Edu ................... ••·····························-···························-···Prairie View
Dai~le, L. Stanler, Edu ...............................................................................Brusley, La.
Davis, Mrs. M. J., Edu .......................-.........................................................Hempstead
Davis, William L., Edu .................................................................................. Clarksville
Edw~rds, Mary G., Edu ..................................................................................... Houston
Estelle, Jeannette, Home Eco ...................•.......................................................... Waco
Ewell, Costromn, Edu ............................................................................... Prairie View
Garner, Odessa, Eilu ..... -...........................................................................Chappell Hill
i:f1:nM:~~;_I•L~d;d~·::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~:::::.::.::..........::::::::::::::::::.:·::~;tn~i~~
Howard, Henrietta, H :>me Eco ............... ·· ................................. College Station

J
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Jingles, Charles, Edu ..................................................................................... Hemp.·tead
Jones, Mary L., Edu .............................................................................................. Hou.·ton
Keys, Mattie Lou, Home Eco ............................................................................Deni.·on
Laudd, Ada, Edu ......................................-................................................... i\Iadisonville
Marshall, Lonnie, Edu ............................ •·······················································-··Hou.·tcn
Mason, Mrs. G. H., Edu ......................................................................... -... Prairie \ ie,\.·
Middleton, Bessie, Edu ........................................................................................... Dalla.
Minton, E. T., Edu........................................................................................ acogdoche.
Osborne, Leontine, Home Eco .............................................................Prairie Vie,v
Parrish, Steve, Edu .................................................................................................... Cuero
Reed, Bes ie Loi~., Home Eco ............................................................................ Hearne
Reed, Geraldine, Edu.................................................................................. acogdoc he
Reynolds, Theresa, Home Eco ............................................................. Prairie Vie,
Richardson, Obadiah, Edu ............................................................................... Hous,on
Rollig::rn, Mrs. Helen B., Edu ................................................................ Prairie Vie ,
Staten, Ludie, Home Eco ..................................................................................... Calvert
Walker, J. W., Edu .................................................................................................... Austin
Well . Mm. T., Edu .....................................••············································-···Prairie \ 7 ie '/\'
Wheeler, Mrs. M. L., Home Edu .......................................................... Prairie Vie-y;
\Villiams, John H., Agr ........................................................................................ Houston
William , Mrs. Wylma M., Edu ............................................................. Prairie View

Monis, Ben Le, , Edu ...............................................................................................Wac{

Sophomore College
Arnold, Frank, Agr ....................................................................................................::\Ianor
Arthur, Bettie, Edu ..............................................................................................Victoria
Boozer, Irene, Home Eco ............................................................................... Con,icana
Brown, Oneita M., Edu .......... ••····················-·························································Au:,,,tin
Buchanan, Odissa, Edu ............................................................................Prairie Vie v
Clayton, James E., Edu ...................................................................... ,.................... '}'.Ianor
Collins, Cairo W., Edu ......................................................................................... .Templ
Collins, Marjorie, Edu ............................................................................... Prairie Vie·w
Crouch, Geneva P., Home Eco ................................................................Jack onville
Duncan, Ella P., Edu ........................................................................................... Gilmore
Gerald, Willie Roosevelt, Edu ............................................................................ ";\.larhn
Hancock, Carrie, Edu .............................................................................................. Au.·ti
Harrison, Ray, Agr .............. -.................................................................................\\' ae l der
Henderson, Je sie L., Agr.... ·-·····················································-··············Smithville
Hendrick , George, Edu ........................................................................................... Taylor
Hill, U. G., Agr ....................................................................................................... Garri~or
Howard, Dai y, Edu ...........................................................................................Beaurnou
Johnson, J. A. Maceo, Edu ............................................................................ Pale:=:;tin
Brooks, Jo, hua E., Mech ................................................................ ·-··················Victori
Kennedy, Myrtle L. W., Hom~co .................................................... Prairie Vie
L~fa!l, La Salle, Ag1.· .................... •························································Elysian Field
Lilly, Gladys, Edu....................... ..................................... ............. Shrr> •eport L
Luter, Tommie J., Edu......................................................................... ar1 Antoni ·
1\1:atthews, Theo .. Mech .... ·-···················································-··········...... ......Br .
Miller, J"nnie Ruth. Hor:1e E 0 .................................. : .........- ·- ....••...... Pale. ti
:\foore, Othello, Edu ......................Jt,~~ .................
,............. ·······- - ········-· Kendle
,

Allen, Clara, Edu ..... _............................................................................................. Cameron
(
. lton, Irvin, Mech ...........••······························-················································ Kendleton
Anderson, Granville, Mech ...................................................................... Montgomery /
Archie, Allene, Edu ........................................................................................ Hempstead /
Archie, Christine. Edu .................................................................................. Hempstead
Arthur, William, Agr ........................................................................................ Elderville
Bailey, Dell/itt, Edu .......... ••·································································-········ ........ Weldon
Baldwin, Mamie, Edu .................................................................... -........................ Liberty
Banks, L. Gladys, Home Eco ...................................................................... Fort Worth
Barrens, Glady , Edu ........................................ ••····································-·:······Gatesville
Bell, Roberta, Home Eco ......................................................................... \Vichita Falls

~

Smith, .(' ora M., Home Eco ................................................................................ H.Edgar

~::~toi~. ~~~~·e

t:~ia;:·.·.·.·.·--······--··································------------·~·----···~··--·~·.·----------···~----------------------------~·------------------------------··--····~::\~~
Ste art, Thelma
L., Home Eco .......... ··························································:···~al".ert
T lor, Helen R., Edu .................................................................................. Pra1rie V1e,v
T rrell, Emma, Edu ..................................... ••···········-··························-···········Anderson
, borne, Bercha, Edu ........................................... -.................................................Bastrop
i 11 i 1ms, Ar a Mae, E du ....·-··············--·······-··-·-···········································H o us ton
Williams, John W., Agr ... ·-········-······-····-·-·······-····························-············Palestine
Wrenn, Glynn, Edu ........................................................................................ San Antonio

Adams, Thelma Icene, Ed:.~::•=~~~:!:•~•-

-

Sao Antonio

i

:~~~~~.E;:1i:~:· :11~:.:~~::::::~·.::::::::·.:~::~:::::~~~:·.::·.:::·.:::::::::~::::~~.:::·.:::::::·.:::~::·.::·.~·.::Ei·;~:~::i\~;

Branch, Mary L., Home Eco ...................................................................... Hempstead
Bremby, Booker T., Agr ..................................................................................... Matador
Britton, Velma, Edu ........................................................................................!.a Marque
Brooks, Rhoda M., Home Eco ............................................................................... Tyler
Brown, Catherine, Edu .............................•............................................................... Tyler
Brown, Ruth, Edu ..............................................................................................Beaumont
Burch, Ruby Frances, Edu .....-....................................................................... Houston
Burnett, Wil!ie L., Edu .................................................................................. Kendleton
Butler, Jes e, Edu .................................................................................................... \Vinona
Carter, Isannah, Edu ............................................................................................. Hearne
Catley, Emery, Edu .............................................................................................. Hou ton )
Gatley, Hetti~:, Home Eco ..... •··-··································-·············································p1um
Curtiss, J onnchan, Edu .... ·-··············································································Rockdale
Daniels, Wal1gu?::._. Mech ...................................................... Fort Huachuca, Ariz.
Deboi,\ El(? J;t'lunit~,r··········································•,-...c.'.".••••••..•..•...............•.•.••. Nava~:ota

I
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D~rry, G. C., Edu...................................................................
Flatonio
Dixon, Corine B. Hom E
································
)ixon, Roy, Ed;..............~ ..... ~.~:::::::::::::::···········································--···············-N av::~!~
Dorsey Gerald Ed
····················-·····•............................. Hemp
,h
'
,
u..........................................
1
Waco
JJOrsey Luther Me h
························:-···························

· · ·: : : : : : : .·:.: :.::::~::::i~;·~~~~~

~~:dei d~tel;i O ., 'kd·~·············:··::::::::::::~.................
Eva~s Nao~i Eu ............................................................................................. ......Marshall
Fishe; Berth~ E~u ..........................................._. ................................................: .... ~ouston
Flewei'Ien, Mr~. W~li·;···Ed···u····························································Kansas
1ty, Mo.
Ford James Ed
'
············································································B:i e n : h a m

i[i~~\~~~:~;~;i;\:~ :: : • · · · -· ~:; :: ij;f;

st0

Goodman, Al~azona Ho~;··E~·······
···················································Beaumo::i
Grimes, Zelma Hom~ E
o................................................................Beaumo:n.

s:~;::::!:r:,;~,~:,f~;~;~~;~- :; ::: ==;~~~;rE

Henry, Lera T. 1 Edu........
·························Pran1e V1.e"'--vHubert, Hattie Mae, Ed~·:::::::::::::::::::::::......... ···················································Vverto::n.
Huff, Thelma L. Ed
··················································Brenha~
Hunter, Ira T.
u ..............~.........
··············································Galvesto
J~ter, Curtis j., A~;:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::·········································Prairie Vie"\¥
Jmgles, Annie Edu......
······················································Tatum
:ohns, Clarenc~ Mech ··················································································Hemp tead
Johnson, Ethel
Ed •··············································································Prairie Vie,v
'
u.......
p rt
Johnson, Mary E., Home Ee O
···································· o Arthur
Johnson, Rosa Belle Edu
···
·····································Cuero
Jone , Alexander Ed
············································································Hempstead

Ed

I

)
I

I

.R.

m~I wif:{~l1ff~j::~:..

:~I~

~:-_:·;::::)=~Bf

Jones, N. A. E. Ed
···········································-························Corpus ChrL t ·
Kilpatrick, Cledpatr~:··H~·;;;;··E~;::::::::::::::·:·
········•···············:··~idw aJ~
Leathers, Vesta u. Edu
·······································Prairie Vie,.
Lewis, Ezekiel Ag'
·········································································Corpus Christ·
, 1
Ligons, Willie , B. r.·····-·······
Ed
························································•················J acksonviU

)

ii!!.:~, ~~!:i~d~.~~.~:~:•:·:·:·:::::·.·_-················.:·.::·.::·.:·.:::·.::::···········_-_-_-.:::·::.·:.::::·::.:·:.::·:::::.~~~~~:~!
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Matthews, Minnie Beatrice Edu

···'············::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::t~~~~

'

·· ·········································) ,
.

-

~

.... Clrrk..,~r,

,
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Parker, Verena D., Edu ..................................................................................Beaumont
Patton, Leslie, Edu ..................................... ••·····················-······································Dallas
Patton, Marguerite M., Home Eco ....................-............................................. Dallas
Pierson, F. Romeo, Edu ..................................................................................Brookshire
Porter, Gladys, Edu ........................................................................................... Beaumont
Price, Algie Ethel, Edu ............. ·-··························-············································Victoria
Ragsdale, Lizzie, Home Eco ...................................................................J acksonville
Reynolds, Richard, Agr ............................................................................ Prairie View
Richardsc,n, Levester, Edu ............... -........................................................ Queen City
Roberts, Ursuline, Edu ........................................................................................... Austin
Robinson, Judson, Edu ......................................,..................................... Mineral Wells
Sanders, Gaston, Agr ............................................................................... Prairie View
Sanders, Malvina, Edu ............................................................................... Prairie View
Sella, H. C., Edu ..........................................................................................................J asper
Simpson, Frank, Edu .....................................•······················-·····························Palestine
Solomon, Ophelia, Edu ........................................................................................... Calvert
Spears, Lelia R., Edu .............................................. ••···-···································Pittsburg
Stafford, Helen, Home Eco ...................................................................... Plantersville
Swan, Eva, Edu ................... •················································-········-·················Hempstead
Sykes, Princella, Edu ........................................................................................... Houston
Taylor, Walter Lee, Edu .......................... ••··-···························································Dallas
Thomas, F·rank W., Edu ..................................................................................... Lockhart
Thompson, Dicie, Edu ...............................................................................Chappell Hill
Thompson, Sam, Edu ................................................................................................. Bryan
Townsend, Ruby L., Home Eco ......................................................................Victoria
Turner, Ernestine Pauline, Edu ......................................................................Victoria
Urquhart, Alecia, Edu ............ ."........................................................................ Galveston
Victor, Martha, Edu ..................................... ••····••··································-··········Galveston
Walker, Piccola, Home Eco ......................................-.......................................... Austin
Watson, Bridget, Edu ............................ •············-·······-·································Sunnyside
Walton, Cedar, Agr .................................................................................................... \Vilcox
Watkins, Mark H., Edu ............................••··························-························Huntsville
Wheeler, Erasmus, Mech ......................................................................... Prairie View
Whiting, Mattie R., Edu ............................................................................Washington
Williams, Hollis Fayette, Edu ............................................................................ Dallas
Williams, Irene M., Home Eco .................... •··-···•·••······································SunnyQide
Williams, Jessie L., Edu ............................................................................ Montgomery
Williams, Weldon, Agr ............................................................................... Hallettsville
Wilson, Gracie, Edu ..................................................................................... San Antonio
Young, Mabel, Edu ...............................................-.............................................Jefferson

Senior Academy

···············································Stoneharn

:~~:r~~=b~fif~~du .......
Moore, Portia D.' Hom E···············································-··························Fort W o,
Morgan, Johnnie' Mae ~d~~:::::······················································~··
.-······Kingsv 11.t
McGuire, Virgie, Edu: ............... ··································/······ ·······Beaurn 0 nt
McPherson, Robert H. Edu .
··································7:............... ew Waver!
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Adams, George, Edu .............................................................................................. Oakland
Alexander, Mary L., Edu ................................................ :..............................Hender11on
Allen, Hettie V., Edu ........... ,................................................................... Nacogdoches
Anderson, R. I., Edu ........." .1. ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• Terrell
Arnold, Clarence, Edu .... ' li:Cfl.J ................••.•.••.....•.•...............•.........•................... Mexia
Arterberry, Augustus C., Eci- ................................-.................................... Sherman
Banks, Ozelia Jaunita, Edu ............................·-············· .......................... Navasota

{
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Barrett, Minnie, Edu ........................................................................................Elderville
Battle , Calie, Edu .......................................................................................................Cuero
Benton, Marguerite L., Eclu ................................................................... Nacogdoches
Black, Gettis, Edu .............................................. (··············································Carthage
Bla~r, Addie Mae, Edu .....................................~·····················································Dayton
Bluitt, Edwr.rd, Voe. Agr .......... ••··················(·················-······························Cn.ldwell
Bolden, Oradell, Edu ..........................................\ ......................................................Bedia
Boson, Emmett R., Edu .................................... J ...........................................Hernps tead
Bowen, Jesse Winton, Edu ............................................................................... Navasota
Bradford, George A., Edu ..................................................................................... Taylor
Bradford, Verdelle, Edu ........................................................................................ Taylor
Brown, Mrs. Laura F., Edu ...................................................................Prairic View
Brown, Timothy B., Voe. Agr ........................................................................_. ..:Cal--:ert
Buchanan, Cleo, Edu ..................................................................................Pra1ne View
Campbell, Joe Lee, Edu ........................................................................................... Taylor
Campbell, Lola, Edu .............................................................................................. Temp! •
Christinan, Julia, Edu .....................................................................................Srnithville
Clevchnd, George E., Edu .......... ••··-·······························································Hou. to1
Clemons, Edward, Voe. Agr ..................................................................................... Plurn
Collins, Idell V., Edu .................................................................................. Chappell Hi l
Colvin, Hermey, Edu ........................................................................................... Gidding
Conner, Dori,, Edu ..............................................................................................Columbu
Carrethers, M~gnolia, Edu ..................................................................................Ricard
Cotton, Earle Mae, Edu ........................................................................................Ternpl
Crisp, Mamie J., Edu .........................................................................Sulphur Sp ing
Curtis, Priscilla D., Edu .....................................................................................Houston
Davis, Fred E .. Edu ................................................................................................. Atlant
Davis, Lenora B., Edu ........................................................................................Cleburne
Davis, Luella L., Edu ...........................................................................................Lovelad.
Davis . Pauline G., Edu .....................................................................................Cleburne

~::~:: i·m~·E:g~~::·v~·~:··A;;:::::·.:·.:·.:::::::::::::·.:::::::::·.:::'.:::·.:::::::::::::::::::::::::·.::::::::~;~~~:
Dean, Evelyn Gussie, Edu ............................................................................... Beaun1ont
Denman, Patricia A., Edu ............................................................................... Giclding
Douglass, Alfred, Edu ........................................................................................Caldwell
Drake, Florence, Edu ..............................................................................................Uvald~
Eason, Elno1e, Edu ....................................................................................................Shiner
Evans, Francis, Edu ........................................................................................Rosenberg
Evans, Tewell, Edu ........................................................................................... Rosenberg
Everage, Daniel W. E., Voe. Agr...................................................................Caldwell
Fa1-ris, Davis, Edu ............. ·-·························-····························································Mexia
Fields, Olivia, Edu ..................................... ••·····················-···································Yoakum
Fields, Minnie, Edu .............................................................................................. Hou ·ton
Flanagan, F. E., Edu .....................................................................................Washington
Ford, Jerry Herbert, Edu .................................................................................. Nava. ota
Ford, Lela M., Edu .......................................................••······················-················Yoakum
Fortson, Muray, Voe. Agr ..........
CentervilJ
Forward, Bonnie, Edu .......................................................................................... N e~vto
Frankr, William, E . u.................................................................... c-···········Gr['..yb1
L ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
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Frazier, Rebecca J., Edu ..................................................................................Milligan
Gaines, Raymond L., Voe. Agr............................................................ ~............Calvert
George, Governess Elizabeth, Edu .........................................•.................. Navasota
g!~more, Brookshire, Voe. Agr.........................................................................Bastrop

H~r~·ing, Fannie Beatrice, Edu ......................................................................... Kerens

:~~::~;~: ~:S:;f~e~d;a~:::::·.::::::::·.·.·.:::::::·.:::::::::·.:::::::·.·.:::::::·.·.·...........::::·.::·.:·.::::::·.·.·.:::·:~~::~
Hilliard, Leola, Edu .................................................................................. Hallettsville
H~ll~ard, Nona, Edu ..............................................................................................Weimar
H~lhard, Viola V., Edu.........
·-------·······················Denison
H1llsman, James, Edu ...............................................................·-··---···················Houston
Holl~nd, Gertrude, Edu ............................ ••···········-·································Prairie View

H~~~~~:~:

:~~tn;~~u:,e~dd~ ..~~~.:::::::::::::::·.:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::.........................
Howard, Rebecca Lee, Edu ..................................................................................DeKelb
Hoyle, Julia Crayton, Edu ............................................................................... Cameron
Humphrey, Mabel C., Edu ............................................................................... Dime Box
Humphrey, Thomas, Edu ..................................................................................Giddings
Humphrey, Wallace, Edu ..................................................................................Giddings

i!~:~:~'it'l~~~'BE !~.~.·.·.·.·.:::::·.::·.=::::·.::::::::::::::::::::::::::::·.··:··:········•···························H~~~foi~
ct

.Jackson, Velma R., Edu ................••·····························-···························Nacogdoches
.Jefferson, Calvin, Voe. Agr ...................................................................... Georgetown
Jennings, Lillian E., Edu .........................................•.............................. Hallettsville

i~~~!~:: :jg~~: ~~:.

~.~~.•.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·:.·.::·.·.·.·.·.:·.·.·.·.·.·.·.:·.:·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.:·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.:·.·.·_-_-.·.·.·.·.·.·.:··············pit£s3:~;;

.Johnson, Myrtle ,Edu ............................................................................... Schulenburg

~.t~L~~f:lifi~-~}i ~\=; ~;=~=-L: : : ·_~t~E

t~g, Beatrice, Edu .....................................................................................Hallettsville

_\kpatrick, Leroy, Edu .....................................................................................Sherman

t;~i f;;:,~§;~t~t:t:;;:;\I-i - :::IilI~
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Lewis, Minnie Elena, Edu ............................................ -..............................Somerville
Lucky, Susie, Edu. ··························································-··········································:;y1exia
Mason, Pauline, Edu ........................................................................................... Gidding
Mathis, Rogers C., Agr ........................................................................................ Gonzale.
Matthews, Lorene, Edu ......................................................................... Parsons, Kan.
Mayfield, Leona, Edu .............................................................................................Humble
Medors, Electra, Edu ..................................................................................- ............ Cuero
Merida, Gladys L., Edu ........................................................................................... Templc
Myers, Amanda B., Edu ........................................................................................ Temple
Miller, Addie J., Edu ...................................................................................................... Alto
Morris, Clinton D., Edu .....................................................................................Caldwell
Mosley, Clara, Edu ..............................................................................................Jacksboro
Moton, Zella Mae, Edu ............................ ·•······································-··················Crocke...
Muckelroy, Lee Petty, Edu .................................................... San Bernardino, Cal.
McCowan, Desdemona, Edu .................................................................................Bedia
McCowan, Millie Marie, Edu ............................................................................ DeKalb
McCullough, Evola, Edu .....................................................................................Crockr •
McGlothan, Monte A., Edu ............................................................................Huntsvill
McKinney, William, Edu ................ ·-·······························································Rockdal
McNeil, Beulah A., Edu ..................................................................................... Giddin
McNeil, Veoria E., Edu ..................................................................................... Gidding
McPherson, Nathaniel J., Edu ................................................................... Clarksvil e
Nethery, Ethel, Edu .............................................................................................. Deniso
Newman, Ruby L., Edu ....................... -.........................................................Galve:·tto
Nichols, Laura B., Edu ......................... ••·····································-··················Oak'\\-·oo
Orange, Allan, Edu .................................................................................................... Dall,
Parchman, Elton R., Edu .........................................................................Hallettsville
Parish, Joeanna, Edu .............................................................................................. Calver
Pentecost, Eleanor, Edu ........................................................................................ Kilgor
Phelps, Flo sie, Edu ..................................... ••··-················································Gonzale
Phillips, Helen, Edu ...........................................................................................Jack:boro
Pierson, Louie, Voe. Agr ..................................................................................Jeffer. o
Pink, Jessie Mae, Edu .....................................................................................Kendleton
P~1)ard, I!:'.aac, Edu ...........................................................................................Sour L ke
Pollard, Willie, Edu ................................•·-·······················································Sour I ,~k,
Pope, Aleerda, Edu ........................................................................................Stephenville
Procella, Bertha A., Edu ......................................................................... Nacogdoche.
Ratliff, Minnie Ola, Edu ........................................................................................ Templ~
Record, Julia, Edu ........................................................................................... Fort \Vorth
Riley, Alma D., Edu .............................................................................................. Hou,-ton
Roberson, Amy Ellis, Eclu ................................................................ • .... Prairie Vie,...Rowe, Podrill, Voe. Agr ..............................................................-............ Prairie \ ie-.:
Sadbarry, Johnnie, Edu .....................................................................................Benchle.
Sadler_. Otis, Edu .................................................................................................... Los;ater
Scallion, Irene, Edu .................................................................................... Schulenburg-Scott, Clara Johnson, Edu ...................................................................... Prairie Vie·
Searcy, Cynthia, Edu ....................................................................................... PittRburcr
Shephard, J. N., Voe. Agr ..............................................................................Ledbette~
Shephard, Tessie, Edu.··············::······················································· ............ J;lou_ to
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Smith, Zelma, Edu .................................... ----·---·······················•········:Rosenburg
Smoots, Viola, Edu ..............................................................................................Brenham
Stanford, Lillie B., Edu. ································-························-························Sweeney
Stevens Augusta, Edu .....................................................................................Columbus
Stevens' Hamilcar, Edu ............................ ••··-·············································Hallettsville
Stevens' Nola, Vol. Agr............................................................................... Hallettsville
Sydney,' Ardelia Jane, Edu ...................................................................... Hallettsville
Taylor Cecif, Edu .................................................................................................... Hearne
Terreli, Edna, Edu ......·-··-·······-··-··········································Corpus Christi
Terrell Elizabeth Edu ..........................••····················-·····························San Marcos
Thoma~, Grace
Edu .............·-···--···---····-·-······················•···Hallettsville

E.:

~;;;:r:~t:~::;;:fd~ ~ ~~,: :=:=== ::~:::: : :~!:!~;

Turner, Frederick C., Voe. Agr ...........••·-······················································Caldwell
Valley Alonzo H., Edu ......................·-·······-················ .. ······························Hempstead
Waldo~ Selma 0 .. Edu ..............................................................................................Ennis
Walker,' Alex H., Edu .................................................................................... Hemp~tead
Walton, Alsace Loraine, Edu ........................................................................... Chireno
Washington, Leon, Edu ...............................................................................Hallettsville
Whitten, Lillie M., Edu ..............•........................................................................ Houston
Wilburn Pernella, Edu ................ ················•····································-····Chappell Hill
'
s .
Williams Alfreda, Edu ...................--•···-························································· eguin
Williams: Bessie, Edu .......................................................................................Simonton
Williams. Effie Edw., Edu .......... ,.......................................................................Industry
Williams: Lula, Edu ........................................................................................... .Lovelady
Williams, Mattie, Edu .................................................................................. Hallettsville
Williams Roosevelt 1 Voe. Agr .......................................................................Crockett
Williams'. Walter. E du ................................................................................... Clarksv!lle
·wilson, Chas.
Edu .................................................................................... Somerville
Woodford. Irvin Hugh. Edu .................................................................................Lyo.ns
Wooten, Clara, Edu .......·............. r•······· .. ······•······ .. •···························· ........................Fodice
Worlds, Willie, Edu ..................................................................................Corpus Chr\sti
Wright. Ima B., Edu .................L..............................................................••········:··:·Ta)'. or
Wyatt, Geo. B.. Voe. Agr ..........L..............................................................Pn.irie View
Wy$ong, Katie, Edu ..................\ ..................................................•-······:·····!Iempstead

T.;

Junior Academy
Alton, Eugene, Voe. Agr ............................................................................... Kendleton
Banks, Orange, Edu ................... .,...............................................................Cedar Creek
Bishop, James, Jr., Edu .......... ]................................................................................ Plano

I
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1tn~~!~~ .......................................................................................Bryan Mi
,
Edu.............................. ....
Bradley, Willie W. , Ed
...............................................Sh.Ir

Moore, Mrs. Mabel, Edu ..................................................................................... Houston
McChristian, Cora, Edu ............................................................................ Nacogdoches
McDonald, Jimmie, Edu ...........................................................................................Plano
ea!, Chester, Edu ..............................................................................................Kendleton
-elson, Maggie Lue, Edu ..................................... ••····················-························Milano
Newman, ancy J., Edu ..................................................................................... Crockett
Nickerson, Maggie, Edu ............................................................................ Plantersville
O'Neil, Addison, Voe. Agr.................................................................................... Tatum
Owen , Mrs. Lueida Wells, Edu ........................................................................Waller
Palmer, Willie H., Voe. Agr .........................................................................Wightman
Pearsall, Christine, Edu ..................................................................................Kendleton
Peoples, Mary, Edu ....................................................................................................Burton
Porter, Justin, Edu ...................... ·-·······.. ··········..................................................Brenham
Prince, Bennie, Edu .............................................................................................. Oakland
Ratcliff, Lillie B., Edu .............................................................................................. Choice
Reynolds, Marion, Edu ................................ -·•···················· .. ················ ..···prairie View
Ridge, Ollie B., Edu ...........................................................................................Smithville
Sadberry, Lola, Edu ........................................................................................... Bcnchley
Sayles, Lizzie, Edu ....................................................................................................... Edna
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Byrd , Gertrude

V. E:~•.............................................................................. Pra1ne

View

Carri ngto n, Io la, Edu ..~:_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-.-.·.·_-_-_-_-.-.·.~.·.·_-_-_-_-.-.·.·.·_-_-_-_-_-_-_-:_-.·.·_-_-·_-_-·······························Ro seGnbauur
handler, Miss Serv.'.lda Ed
· ·········································· ·
C ollins Thom e Edu .... '
u .........................................................................:··~Veimar
Cotton.' Eva 1\-ia~ Ed ··········.. ······· ..·························································praine Vie
Crutcher, Claren~e J ~ ..Ed~················································.. ··············;···············Overto
Davis Mrs. ettie Ed
·· ·····································:.Forne

!~~;i!i!il!Ii~i~~-~ii ~~=i-iI I i l !;
1

Fisher Willie Ed

· ···································································Prairie Vie,

I~:~;tt::.;i!'f ~i~: ===~:~ -:f'.~· ·~-· · · · · · ·~· · · . ~~~:~~:~:fl!~,
w'.

Gc.nz a Jes ,J.
E~ ..........................................
······Corpu · C l:ri
Gray, 1\,11:s. D. Ed u ...................................... •··;··..········
·························· .. ···H::1mli
Green. San C~rne~ss ··Ed.............................[ ............................................... Crocket
Hall, Derrall V. Ed '
u .............................. ,.............................................. Frankli
Hannibal, Lafa;ette uF. E ·································,········································Browmvoo

:::~~~~.n~~i~r!tt:did···:~~.::::::::::::::~:::::::::~::::::.................. :::::::::::::::::::::::::,vt~o~
Henderson, Lafa ette Eud·······························i············ .................................. J o,-seran
Hicks, George R. y Edu' .........u ............... ········.. )-··········································Clark. vill
Hicks, Tarietta 'Ea
...................... •··l'··········································Stephenvill
Hilliard, Inez Fa ~·a················································..······················.............Grapelan
Hines, Odes. a iJu ......~···································r•·········..······················Shreveport. L·
Hodge Obelia 'Ed
······················............... r························•............. Plantcr ville
Hollin~worth, 'Deu:··Miict;;"a"···Ed ..................................................................... .Linde
Hood, Vivian Edu
'
u........................................
····················· reel
Jackson, Bla~che ·Ed·~·_-_-_-·_-··································· ······························ ..... Prairie Vie

i;t:;:~!}Jf~~~fE-;i:~:=i ~~~=: ::~: _~~=:~:~: ~:~=:~~1;;:

Johnson, John Robert Ed
· ·· ·· ····································· acogdoche
Kennedyq, Sarah Hel:n E~~............................ ················-··························~ T ava.:-ot
K?nnedy, W. H., Voe. Agr ......:=::=::::::::::::···::··· ··························•·••··················Overton
Kmg, Richard Edu.......
··· ··· ·············································· .. Overto
i\Ieachum l\'.la~gie Edu····································· .. ·· ································-·········•.Lovelad •
'
'
........................................ ································ ···········A11der 0
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~'Simmons,
::/t:: i1~~;::,\~:l
~.~----.:::::::::::::::::::·.:::::·.:::::::::~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::·.:::::·.·.::::::~~~~:g~~~
Dewey, Edu ..................................................................................... Burkeville
Southwell, Viola N., Edu ...........................................................................................Voth
Seu!, Mark H .. Edu .......... •···-···················································································Austin
Tarver, Ethel Mae, Edu .................................................................................... Crockett
Taylor, Henry W., Edu ..................................................................................Brook hire
Taylor, Mamie Blanche, Edu ............................................................................Weimar
Wallace, Estella, Edu .................................................................................................Plano
Well~, Jesse C., Voe. Agr ........... ·•··-······························································Brook hire
Williams, Willie, Edu ..................................................................................... Clarksville

Second Year Academy
Beasley, Thomas, Edu ..................................................................................... Mt. Sy! an
Cockrell, Rose, Edu ..............................................................................................Simonton
Dor y, \Vallace, Edu .................................................................................................Waco
Edwards, Eli:.tabeth, Edu ..................................................................................l\1uldoon
Fair, Bes ic, Edu ....................................................................... .,............... Chappell Hill
Graves, Mabel, Edu ..................................................................................Independence
Graves, Sheduck, Edu .............................................................................. .Independence
Green, Arthur E., Edu ........................................................................................ Aldridge
Herbert, ando, Edu ........................................................................................Galveston
Jackson, Clemmie, Edu ....-······-····································-····································Frankl in
Jacqson, Lela D., Edu .........·-········································································Chriesman
Johnson, Bernie, Edu ................................................................................................. Plano
Johnson, Marjo1 ie, Edu ......... •-···························· .. ················································Foster
Jones, Ruby, E:lu ....................................................................................................Bartlett
(Laws, Veora, Edu .............................................................................................. Cedar La.ne
'Lock, Lena Mae, Edu .........-••····· ..·································· .. ··················-···Wolfe City
Lyons, Maurice, Edu. ············-················ .. ·······································-······-·········Bullock
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Miller Napoleon, Edu ....·-········································································Prairie View
Mitch~ll, Laurine, Edu .................................................................................. Smithville
McCarty, O,vlny, Edu ............................ ••··-··········································-··················'Vaco
Richards, ~aud E., Edu ............................................................................... Hempstead
Richards, Ruby, Edu ........................................................................................ Hempstead
Runnells, Clara, Edu ...........................................................................................Rockland
Samuels, Layon, Edu ........................................................... -...........................Bleakwood
Shelton, Jewell M., Edu ...........................................................-.....................Jacksboro
Smith, John H., Edu ...........................................................................................Grovcton

r~l;~~:~!:~r~ 1~!:.~?·~.::::·::·:·:·:·:·::::::·::::::::·:·:·::·:::::::·::::::::::::::::::::::::::::·:::::::::::::·::·:::~~1~?1~
1

' Winfred 0., Edu ...........................................................-..................... Manetta
.
Waring,
Wheeler, Aurora, E~lu ....................... -...................................................... Prairie View
Wheeler, Mary Lee, Edu ......................................................................... Prairie View
White, Benjamin, Jr., Edu .........................................................................Winchester
Williams, Paralee, Edu ............................ ••··-···················································Gonzale
Woodard, Inna, Edu .......... •··································································-···············Ravenna
Wright, Leo Irma, Edu ............................................................................... Stephenvil e
First Yea:r Academy
Armstrong, Alma, Edu ..................................................................................Gainsmore
Barrett Walter Allen, Edu .............................................................................. .Liberty
Bennett, Roosevelt, Edu ............................................................................Washington
Bozeman, Rebecca, Edu ..................................................................................Brookshire

:::~~t!•
i e~~r!d~.d~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~.::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~~:~~::
Bucha~an, Lister, Edu ...............................................................................Prairie View
0

Burnett, Beatrice, Edu ............................................................................... Point Blank
Bush, Mamie Jessie, Edu .....................................................................................Bellvlle

.~ir ;:-:=i-~~ :~;~j~= i ~~:~~=~1l~i~

~i?1~§~~~~

Edwards, Samuel, Edu ...............................................................................W. Columbia
Fair, Willie C., Edu ..................................................................................... Chappell Hill

i~~}1:if~;j-=\ :=i =j=:--=~~~h::g

Hood, Marjorie, Edu ..................................................................................Prairie View

~::7:;· tri~~i~~

u ~.~.~:. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . _._._._........._._._._._._._._._._..._._........._.. _._._._._._........._._._._.. . . .-.-:.-.-.-.....:...-.-....~~~~~~~uag!

McKinzie. Irene. Edu ........................................................................................ Columbus
McWhorter, Waldo, Voe. Agr ................................................................... Queen City
Palmer, Ernest, Edu ........................................................................................Burksville
Riley, Ina Mae. Edu ................................................................................................Teague
Sanders, Gregory, Edu ............................................................................... Prairie View
Scott, Irma, Edu .................................................................................................... Navasota
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cott, Lee Anna, Edu ..................................................................................... K~~:~~~;
eidel, M~uri~e, Edu .....-................................... ····················::::::::::::::::c·~;i°ar Bayou
aylor, V1ctona, Edu......................................................
Mexia
Thomas, L~is, Edu ................................................ ··
.:::::.-:::::::::::::::::........Hempstead
Wells, Madie, Edu..............................................................
p • iri View
Wheeler, Ruby C., Edu ...................••·····························-············· .............. r~ed!r Lak

: ;~~:;~• {o:.~~;,i sE~:.~.·.:·.::·.·.:::·~·.·.::::::·.:·.~.:·.:·.·_-.:::··· .......................·.-.-.·.·:.::·.-.-.::·_-_-_-_-.:·.-.:Hempstead
Special Unclassified

~/:k

Armstrong, Isaac P., s.tockmP..n .........................................................Lu th ef,.
Anderson, Gilbert, Ta1lor ....................................................................... Ati.~n:: Ga.

1;:::sfifJ:!~!~!~i: : ~ ::: :: ::: -_. tfI~;;!

Beasley, Thomas, Mach. Shop..............................................
Houston
Berry, Rogers, Tailor .............. ·····································
····-· ··················· ... Remlig
Bowie, Alfred, Shoe.....................................................................
Huntsville
Brandon, Mrs. Mary .0 ••·······--··:··········································
· Sunn side
Burton, Pinkie, Cook1ng-Sew1ng...............................................................
~ston
Broussard, Isom, Shoe ......._. .........................................................:.· ...
View
Bryant, Mrs. D. A., Coo~mg....................................
Cha ell Hill
Chatwick, George R., Tailor..................................................................
PPH ston
Clark, Marcellus, Auto-Mech...................................
····················· ~allas
Clinton, Walter E., Mech ..................................................................... p. • i View
·1
....... rair e
Coleman, Sam, T ai or ...........•-······················
.......... New Orleans, La.
Collier, Israel, Manual Tr. ................................................. · ................... Prairie View
Collins, G. W.................................................................................
...................Camden
Collins, L. T., Stat. Eng..............................................
New Orleans La.
Credic, Willie, Manual Tr.............................................................
Groe;beck
Dancy, Charlie, Auto .. Mech......................................................................... H
ton
········· Holland
ous
Dennis, Staffor d L ·• A u t 0 - Cec.h •······································
Dixon, Carl, Shoe ........................................................................................... p·;;i~·ie View
Dillon, Mozeal, Tanuel Tr.........................................................................
M xia
· ·
Sh
e s
Ellis, Lurainey, T ramrng
c ·····································
··················· ············
Giddin
Ellison, William, Auto-Mech ...................................................................... Au usti!e
Evans: Clinton D., Carpentr:r:····························································San······•iellville
Fedford. Ayria A., Cab. Makmg......................................................
B ne
Ferrell, ·Wallace, Mach. Shop ......... ••··-······-······
.........G;·~e~!Ille
Fitch, Willie Leroy, Shoe ........................................................................p;·airie View
Finley, Herbert, Auto .. M~ch ......:·····--··························
·· Hem stead
Fulse, Johnny Mae, Sewmg-Mill.............................................................
~exia

::::::::p;:;·}f:

!:;;t~i~;\;:":~-;;;:::~ ::::••··. . -.· ·. . . :~., ,. !{=E
H
· 1,1 Mrs Virlea Cookinv.-Sewmg.......................................... mine
earIO.-.
Hodge,
Wiili'!,. T a1·1 or ...' •:·················"'............................................................ .............
p ..Denton
e View
Holland, Will ·e, Plumbmg ........................................................................ ra1~ouston
Holland, Max R., Poultry .................................................................. ········ ..
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Hump hrey, Wm., Agr ................ ................................................................Stroud, Okl
.Jack on, Ernest, Auto-Mech ........................................-.............................. Groecbe
,Jackson, Francis A., Cooking-Sewing ................................................... Hemp stea
.Jackso:1, Francis A., Cooking-Sewing ............................................ :······Hempstea
J ames, Edward, hoe ........................................................................... A1exandria , L~
Jal·mon Mi ss Eddie D. Sewing-Mill... ..............................................San Antomo
. ·t )
Je nkin s, Leiand A., Auto-Mech .........................................................................T nm
Jernigen, Alonzo, Tailor................................................................................. Carthage
Johnson, Lawren ce, Stat.-Eng ...................................................................~t~·eetn:ian

Tapsc
tta, Training Sch .......................................................... Prairie View
Tapsc
., Auto-Mech .........................................-.................................... Houston
Thomi
, Mech-Arts .............................. -.... -··-·................................... Kingsburj ·
Taylor AIRI ington, Auto-Mech .......................................................... Cedar Bayot
Walton
n, Tailor .............................................................................. NacogdochP
Washin"'
Rollie B., Slioe ...........................................-........................ Montgome~
Wells, Hr
S., Ta ilor......................................-............................................ Clarksvil
White, Fre , Shoe...................................................................................................Houstc,
Whitfield, D niel, S hoe ..................... ·--····•.............................................................. Plan
Williams, M1 lie ,Printing·········- ................-......................................... Palestin
Wyatt, WilliE>,, Tail o1·........ -···--··············... ··········•·.. ······•··.. ········· .......................... Pian

Jou b; rt War dv Auto-Mech. ·-············· ................................. _...... Wa hington, La.
' Alli .son,
,
La ngham,
Tailor............................................................. _........................B.1.· h .op
Lofton. Phillip, S tat.-Eng ....................................................... ••··-········· ......Wolfe 1t

N ur.·e Training

C

'

'

iJones
~~::~1d~re~·
Xg1~ .•.............................................::::.~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::;;:;;;i: ~;:~:·
:g na B. M.. Cookmg ........................................................................ Pra1 e \ ie,

~~::,a~ 0 ~:: i';,ti·o;ailor........... :·: .......... -.............. ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~~~ ;~~
Marshall, Alcine, Sewing-Cooking ................................................- ............. ~ oustor.

~~;~

::~~~.• ~~;!~rt~~uto-Mech::::::::::::::...:..........···.:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::;~~..
Ma xwell, James, Poultry...........................................................................Prame Vie~,
Mean , Elgie, Tailor............................................................................................:..·:··1'.le.xi,
Merritt Ellen Cooking-Sewing......................................................... _.Praine Vie
Milliga;1, Ben:y, Shoe ...................................................................- ............ Hallettsville

: !~~s~e~~d~e;~e~t;i
!~.~:~~c~h ...........................:::::::::::::::::::::::=:::::::::::::::::::Gid~i°ing
ore Clifford Tailor ................................................................................ Hemp stead

Mo
,
,
D .
Mott Clifford .. Mach. Shop............................................................................ em; on
'
.
Humphrey, L. B., Carpentry .................................................................. -..........1··1
\.i gore

~~~~~;;e~~~~~.~~:· i~~.e. . .... . . . . . . . . . :·::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::s~;::/1~e
M ·Farland, J. J., Auto-Mech ......................................................................... Ledbetter
McGruder, Aaron. Poultry ................................................................................. H ouston
McPher ·on, Cy ru L .. Tailor..........................................................- ..................... Dal:a
ero Vergie 1 Shoe ................................................................................. College Station
rob!~ Annie Belle .................................................................................... Raleigh, ~ T. C'.
Parke~·. Wm .. Auto-Mech ............................................................................San Antonio
. .e -.:"1e,
r·
Posey, Mamie E._. Cooking,Sewing ...................................................... P ra1n
Presley, Moses, Tailor ............................................................................................. Ferrell
Radf'J rd , Jeannette S .. Sewing-i\Iill ................................ - ........................ Ga lve~ton
Revi •· , ,T ,.._se, Stat. Eng ........................................................................................~ ay Cit
RidO"way Benj. F .. Auto-::.v1ech ................................................. Mt. Sterl mg. Ala.
Ri:~s. C. D., Ta ilor ...................................................................................................... Ang
R obin fon, Ali ce, Sewing-Cooking ........................................... --............. Hempste::i.d
Sco tt, Emea·.::on, T:1i !or........................................................................ ·---···-· ... all a"'
Sher:11a n, Judge, Shoe ...........................:......................... ,........ -...·.. ·•-·• . H'"'
1
Smith , Gable, Aut o-:vrecl.. ............................................. ....... ...._.
Smith, Lula, Sewing-Mill. ............ -.............................. .......... .....
Srnifo, Willie R., Poultry .. ............................................ .... -......... ... __
J

Adlams, ealie ......................-. ·-·-···· ···-·········•....................................................Cuer•
}\.!ton, Lena ............... ··-· .. -···• ...··-·· .. - ................-........................·-·······..... Kendleto1
Ball, Minnie Mae... . ...... ................ --·············..·•-·............................... acogdocheE
Fitzge,ald, Audrey ..............·-···•· ..·····-········••.. ····•-·.. ···• .............................Port Lavaca
Franklin, F. M........... .....................
....................................................... Prairie Vie,v
Glasso l, Mabel.. ................... -···-··-···-·········•-................................................San Anto nio
Hodges, Eulalia ..................... - .............................................................................. Houston
Hunt, Cornelia ·····-· ·-· .. ··-·• ...............-...................................................................... Littig
Jones, Chri ztle L... ............................................................................................... Bastrop
Krusha ll, Gladys .....................-...._.............................-.................................... Eagle Lake
Lockett, Lelia E..... ............- ............- ..................................................................... Cuero
iiddleton, Dora E . .......... ·-····-·•....... _......................................................... For t Worth
:i:.ansom, Melvira V. .......................- .................................................................... Teague
Sanders, .Reba ......
. ........................ _ .............................................-............ Elderville
Taylor, Inez A........ ~.. ···-·-····-········ .......-............................................................. Buda
Thompson, Annie Mae....... .............................................................................. Humble
Wilson, Sedalia ..... ..........-............................................-................................. Brenham
York, Carrie Lee...................................................... -........................................ Houston

Key to Abbreviations
Edu. .. ........-.......................... Education
Home Eco ................ Home Economics
Agr.
.. ..... ···--............... Agriculture
T!!il o ................................... Tailoring
hOE' ....-........ .. ............... Shoemaking
u o-.Me.c h .............. Auto Mechanics
p h
......... -............. ........... Mechanical
\ oc. Ag r .......-....................·..................... .

!

Sci. ................................................Scientific
Commer . .............................. Commercial
Sew ................................................... Sewing
Cook ................................................ Cooking
Sub-Jun ................................Sub-Junior
Vulcan .................................Vulcanizing
Carp .......................................... Carpentry
..........................Vocational Agriculture

